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Sin
Gregory Mellema

Summary
This book brings clarification to our understanding of the nature of sin and will be of interest to
nonphilosophers as well as philosophers.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268201333
Pub Date: 8/15/21
$30.00 USD
Hardcover
130 Pages
Religion / Philosophy

Most of the scholarly literature on sin has focused on theological issues, making book-length philosophical
treatments of the topic hard to find. Sin, the newest contribution by Gregory Mellema, fills the gap by providing
a short and lively summary of what contemporary philosophers are saying about the relationship between the
traditional theological category of sin and contemporary philosophical ethics. Mellema brings together
contributions by a number of philosophers, including Marilyn Adams, Robert Adams, Rebecca DeYoung, Alvin
Plantinga, Michael Rea, Eleonore Stump, and Richard Swinburne, into a coherent discussion that clarifies our
understanding of the nature of sin. The topics covered include the doctrine of original sin, accessory sins,
mortal (or cardinal) sins, and venial sins. Mellema also examines Islamic codes of ethics, which include a
category of acts that are “discouraged,” some of which qualify as sins, and the final chapter surveys the
teachings of six major world religions concerning sin. The overarching link between the chapters is that sin is
fundamentally connected to the subject matter of morality. Analyzing the points of connection is profitable not
just to enhance our theoretical understanding of sin but to provide a greater depth of knowledge as to how the
moral choices we make can more effectively help us avoid sin and contribute to lives that are satisfying and
authentically worthwhile. This concise introduction to sin and moral wrongdoing will have a wide readership and
is intended for use in introductory level philosophy, philosophy of religion, or theological ethics courses.

Contributor Bio
Gregory Mellema is professor emeritus of philosophy at Calvin University. Among other books, he is the author
of Complicity and Moral Accountability (University of Notre Dame Press, 2016, 2021).

Complicity and Moral Accountability
Gregory Mellema

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268035419
Pub Date: 8/15/21
$29.00 USD
Paperback

In Complicity and Moral Accountability, Gregory Mellema presents a philosophical approach to the moral issues
involved in complicity. Starting with a taxonomy of Thomas Aquinas, according to whom there are nine ways for
one to become complicit in the wrongdoing of another, Mellema analyzes each kind of complicity and examines
the moral status of someone complicit in each of these ways. Mellema’s central argument is that one must
perform a contributing action to qualify as an accomplice, and that it is always morally blameworthy to perform
such an action. Additionally, he argues that an accomplice frequently bears moral responsibility for the outcome
of the other’s wrongdoing, but he distinguishes this case from cases in which the accomplice is tainted by the
wrongdoing of the principal actor. He further distinguishes between enabling, facilitating, and condoning harm,
and introduces the concept of indirect complicity. Mellema tackles issues that are clearly important to any case
of collective and shared responsibility and yet are rarely discussed in depth, and he always presents his
arguments clearly, concisely, and engagingly. His account of the nonmoral as well as moral qualities of
complicity in wrongdoing—especially of the many and varied ways in which principles and accomplices can
interact—is highly illuminating. Liberally sprinkled with helpful and nuanced examples, Complicity and Moral
Accountability vividly illustrates the many ways in which one may be complicit in wrongdoing.

176 Pages
Religion / Philosophy

Contributor Bio

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Gregory Mellema is professor emeritus of philosophy at Calvin University. Among other books, he is the author
of Sin (University of Notre Dame Press, 2021).
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NEW AND FORTHCOMING

Godsends
From Default Atheism to the Surprise of Revelation
William Desmond

Summary
Godsends is William Desmond’s newest addition to his masterwork on the borderlines between
philosophy and theology.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268201579
Pub Date: 11/15/21
$65.00 USD
Hardcover
344 Pages
Religion / Philosophy

For many years, William Desmond has been patiently constructing a philosophical project—replete with its own
terminology, idiom, grammar, dialectic, and its metaxological transformation—in an attempt to reopen certain
boundaries: between metaphysics and phenomenology, between philosophy of religion and philosophical
theology, between the apocalyptic and the speculative, and between religious passion and systematic
reasoning. In Godsends, Desmond’s newest addition to his ambitious masterwork, he presents an original
reflection on what he calls the “companioning” of philosophy and religion. Throughout the book, he follows an
itinerary that has something of an Augustinian likeness: from the exterior to the interior, from the inferior to
the superior. The stations along the way include: a grappling with the default atheism prevalent in
contemporary intellectual culture; an exploration of the middle space, the metaxu between the finite and the
infinite; a dwelling with solitudes as thresholds between selving and the sacred; a meditation on idiot wisdom
and transcendence in an East-West perspective; an exploration of the different stresses in the mysticisms of
Aurobindo and the Arnhem Sermons; dream monologue of autonomy, a suite of Kantian and post-Kantian
variations on the story of the prodigal son; a meditation on the beatitudes as exceeding virtue, in light of
Aquinas’s understanding; culminating in an exploration of Godsends as telling us something significant about
the surprise of revelation, in word, idea, and story. Godsends is written for thoughtful persons and scholars
perplexed about the place of religion in our time and hopeful for some illuminating companionship from relevant
philosophers. It will also interest students of philosophy and religion, especially philosophical theology and
philosophical metaphysics.

Contributor Bio
William Desmond is the David R. Cook Chair in Philosophy at Villanova University, the Thomas A. F. Kelly
Visiting Professor of Philosophy at Maynooth University, Ireland, and professor emeritus of philosophy at KU
Leuven, Belgium.

Simone Weil for the Twenty-First Century
Eric O. Springsted

Summary
This in-depth study examines the social, religious, and philosophical thought of Simone Weil.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268200220
Pub Date: 4/1/21
$35.00 USD
Paperback
288 Pages
Philosophy / Religious

Simone Weil for the Twenty-First Century presents a comprehensive analysis of Weil’s interdisciplinary thought,
focusing especially on the depth of its challenge to contemporary philosophical and religious studies. In a world
where little is seen to have real meaning, Eric O. Springsted presents a critique of the unfocused nature of
postmodern philosophy and argues that Weil’s thought is more significant than ever in showing how the world
in which we live is, in fact, a world of mysteries. Springsted brings into focus the challenges of Weil’s original
(and sometimes surprising) starting points, such as an Augustinian priority of goodness and love over being
and intellect, and the importance of the Crucifixion. Springsted demonstrates how the mystical and spiritual
aspects of Weil’s writings influence her social thought. For Weil, social and political questions cannot be
separated from the supernatural. For her, rather, the world has a sacramental quality, such that life in the world
is always a matter of life in God—and life in God, necessarily a way of life in the world.
Simone Weil for the Twenty-First Century is not simply a guide or introduction to Simone Weil. Rather, it is
above all an argument for the importance of Weil’s thought in the contemporary world, showing how she helps
us to understand the nature of our belonging to God (sometimes in very strange and unexpected ways), the
importance of attention and love as the root of both the love of God and neighbor, the importance of being
rooted in culture (and culture’s service to the soul in rooting it in the universe), and the need for human beings
to understand themselves as communal beings, not as isolated thinkers or willers. It will be essential reading
for scholars of Weil, and will also be of interest to philosophers and theologians.

Contributor Bio
Eric O. Springsted is the co-founder of the American Weil Society and served as its president for thirty-three
years. After a career as a teacher, scholar, and pastor, he is retired and lives in Santa Fe, NM. He is the author
and editor of a dozen previous books, including Simone Weil: Late Philosophical Writings (University of Notre
Dame Press, 2015).
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NEW AND FORTHCOMING

An Yves R. Simon Reader
The Philosopher's Calling
Yves R. Simon, Michael D. Torre

Summary
An Yves R. Simon Reader is the first collection of texts from the entirety of the philosopher’s work.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268108304
Pub Date: 5/15/21
$45.00 USD
Paperback
514 Pages
Philosophy / Ethics & Moral
Philosophy
Series: Catholic Ideas for a
Secular World

French Catholic (and then American) political philosopher Yves R. Simon was a student of Jacques Maritain and
one of the most important figures in the revival of Thomism. His work, however, is still little known in English,
and there is as yet no English biography of him. In An Yves R. Simon Reader: The Philosopher’s Calling, Michael
D. Torre provides an erudite and helpful introduction to Simon’s life and thought. The volume contains selected
key texts from all of Simon’s twenty books, half of which were published posthumously, dividing them into
three sections. The first fundamentally defends the Aristotelian and Thomistic account of human knowing. The
second begins with his groundbreaking discussion of human freedom and ends with his account of practical
wisdom. The third then expands this account to cover the chief concerns of his social and political philosophy.
The selections are long enough to be substantive and contain sustained and complete arguments. Each
selection has its own foreword by an eminent commentator, familiar with Simon’s work, who lays out the
necessary context for the reader.
An Yves R. Simon Reader includes sections from several of Simon’s last and most important essays: on
sensitive knowledge and on the analogous nature of “act.” It includes a number of excerpts from his justly
famous account and defense of democratic government. The hallmarks of his work—his careful conceptual
analysis, his genius for finding undervalued examples, and his talent for creating expressions that revivified an
outworn idea—are on display throughout. The result is a highly readable introduction to the thought of a key
and underappreciated modern philosopher.

Contributor Bio

Yves R. Simon (1903–1961) was professor of philosophy at the University of Notre Dame and the University of
Chicago.
Michael D. Torre is associate professor of philosophy at the University of San Francisco.

Aquinas and the Infused Moral Virtues
Angela McKay Knobel

Summary
This study locates Aquinas’s theory of infused and acquired virtue in his foundational understanding
of nature and grace.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268201098
Pub Date: 10/15/21
$65.00 USD
Hardcover
214 Pages
Religion / Christian
Theology

Aquinas holds that all the virtues are bestowed on humans by God along with the gift of sanctifying grace.
Since he also holds, with Aristotle, that we can create virtuous dispositions in ourselves through our own
repeated good acts, a question arises: How are we to understand the relationship between the virtues God
infuses at the moment of grace and virtues that are gradually acquired over time? In this important book,
Angela McKay Knobel provides a detailed examination of Aquinas’s theory of infused moral virtue, with special
attention to the question of how the infused and acquired moral virtues are related. Part 1 examines Aquinas’s
own explicit remarks about the infused and acquired virtues and considers whether and to what extent a
coherent “theory” of the relationship between the infused and acquired virtues can be found in Aquinas. Knobel
argues that while Aquinas says almost nothing about how the infused and acquired virtues are related, he
clearly does believe that the “structure” of the infused virtues mirrors that of the acquired in important ways.
Part 2 uses that structure to evaluate existing interpretations of Aquinas and argues that no existing account
adequately captures Aquinas’s most fundamental commitments. Knobel ultimately argues that the correct
account lies somewhere between the two most commonly advocated theories. Written primarily for students
and scholars of moral philosophy and theology, the book will also appeal to readers interested in understanding
Aquinas’s theory of virtue.

Contributor Bio
Angela McKay Knobel is associate professor of philosophy at the University of Dallas. She is co-editor of
Character: New Directions from Philosophy, Psychology, and Theology.
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NEW AND FORTHCOMING

Philosophical Exigencies of Christian Religion
Maurice Blondel, Oliva Blanchette

Summary
Philosophical Exigencies of Christian Religion is a translation of two of Maurice Blondel’s essays.
Blondel’s thinking played a significant role in the deliberations and arguments of the Second Vatican
Council.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268200466
Pub Date: 5/1/21
$40.00 USD
Paperback
280 Pages
Religion / Philosophy
Series: Thresholds in
Philosophy and Theology

Although a towering figure in the history of twentieth-century Catholic thought, the later systematic works of
Maurice Blondel have been largely inaccessible in the English-speaking world. Oliva Blanchette, who previously
translated Blondel’s early groundbreaking work Action (1893), now offers the first English translation of
Blondel’s final work to be published, Philosophical Exigencies of Christian Religion. This work of transition from
mere philosophy to a consideration of Christian religion consists of two main essays, The Christian Sense and
the shorter On Assimilation, followed by a Reconsideration and Global View and an Appendix: Clarifications and
Admonitions written in answer to an inquiry by a young scholar about method.
The first essay explores the Christian sense of the spiritual life and how Christian religion, even as supernatural,
can come under the purview of critical philosophy. The second essay examines the move from analogy to
assimilation in speaking of the Christian life. Blondel tackles the question: How does the human spirit combine
with the divine spirit in such a way that neither is lost in the process?
Philosophical Exigencies of Christian Religion is critical for understanding Blondel’s thought. This high-quality
translation and Blanchette’s concise preface will appeal not only to philosophers and theologians but also to
spiritual writers and directors of spiritual retreats in the Ignatian and Jesuit traditions.

Contributor Bio
Maurice Blondel (1861–1949) was a philosopher born in Dijon, France, and educated at the École Normale
Supérieure. Blondel defended his thesis, L’action, in 1893 at the Sorbonne.
Oliva Blanchette is professor emeritus of philosophy at Boston College.

Action (1893)
Essay on a Critique of Life and a Science of Practice
Maurice Blondel, Oliva Blanchette

Summary
This new edition of the English translation of Maurice Blondel’s Action (1893) remains a
philosophical classic.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268201524
Pub Date: 12/15/21
$50.00 USD
Paperback
484 Pages
Religion / Philosophy

Action was once a common theme in philosophical reflection. It figured prominently in Aristotelian philosophy,
and the medieval Scholastics built some of their key adages around it. But by the time French philosopher
Maurice Blondel came to focus on it at the end of the nineteenth century, it had all but disappeared from the
philosophical vocabulary. Today, it is no longer possible or legitimate to ignore action in philosophy as it was
when Blondel defended and published his doctoral dissertation and most influential work, L’Action: Essai d’une
critique de la vie et d’une science de la pratique (1893). Oliva Blanchette’s definitive English translation of
Action was first published in 1984 to critical acclaim. This new edition contains Blanchette’s translation,
corrections of minor errors in the first edition, and a new preface from the translator, describing what makes
this early version of Action unique in all of Blondel’s writings and what has kept it in the forefront of those
interested in studying Blondel and his philosophy of Christian religion. Action (1893) will appeal to philosophers,
theologians, and those looking for spiritual reading, and is an excellent study in reasoning for the more
scientifically inclined.

Contributor Bio
Maurice Blondel (1861–1949) was a philosopher born in Dijon, France, and educated at the École Normale
Supérieure. Blondel defended his thesis, L’action, in 1893 at the Sorbonne. He was the author of a number of
books, including Philosophical Exigencies of Christian Religion (University of Notre Dame Press, 2021).
Oliva Blanchette is professor emeritus of philosophy at Boston College. He is the author and translator of eleven
books, including Maurice Blondel’s Philosophical Exigencies of Christian Religion (University of Notre Dame
Press, 2021).
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NEW AND FORTHCOMING

Divine Action and Emergence
An Alternative to Panentheism
Mariusz Tabaczek

Summary
Divine Action and Emergence puts the classical Aristotelian-Thomistic tradition in conversation with
current philosophy and theology.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268108731
Pub Date: 5/15/21
$75.00 USD
Hardcover
366 Pages
Philosophy / Metaphysics

As a middle path between classical theism and pantheism, the panentheistic turn in the twentieth century has
been described as a “quiet revolution.” Today, in fact, many theologians hold that the world is “in” God (who, at
the same time, is more than the world). Panentheism has been especially influential in the dialogue between
theology and the natural sciences. Many have seen panentheism as compatible with emergentism, and thus
have brought the two together in developing models of divine action that do not abrogate the regularities of
processes of the natural world. In Divine Action and Emergence, Mariusz Tabaczek argues that, as inspiring and
intriguing as emergentist panentheism is, it requires deeper examination. He begins by looking at the wonder
of emergence (which calls into question the overly reductionist attitude in natural science) and by reflecting
philosophically on emergence theory in light of classical and new Aristotelianism. Moving in a theological
direction, Tabaczek then offers a critical evaluation of emergentist panentheism and a constructive proposal for
how to reinterpret the idea of divine action as inspired by the theory of emergence with reference to the
classical Aristotelian-Thomistic understanding of God’s action in the universe.
Through a unique interdisciplinary approach that puts theology and the natural sciences into a dialogue through
philosophy, Divine Action and Emergence offers a comprehensive evaluation of panentheism. It then puts
forward an original reinterpretation of emergence theory, thus setting forth a constructive proposal for
reinterpreting the concept of divine action that is currently espoused by emergence theory.

Contributor Bio

Mariusz Tabaczek, O.P., is a friar preacher, professor of theology, and member of the Thomistic Institute at the
Pontifical University of Saint Thomas Aquinas in Rome. He is the author of Emergence: Towards A New
Metaphysics and Philosophy of Science (University of Notre Dame Press, 2019).

Memoirs on Pauperism and Other Writings
Poverty, Public Welfare, and Inequality
Alexis de Tocqueville, Christine Dunn Henderson

Summary
The collection includes new translations of Tocqueville's works, including the first English
translation of his Second Memoir, the original Memoir, a letter fragment considering pauperism in
Normandy, and the ‘‘Pauperism in America’’ index to the Penitentiary Report.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268109059
Pub Date: 2/1/21
$25.00 USD
Paperback
114 Pages
Political Science / History &
Theory

Alexis de Tocqueville was one of the most important thinkers of the nineteenth century, and his thought
continues to influence contemporary political and social discourse. In Memoirs on Pauperism and Other
Writings, Christine Dunn Henderson brings all of Tocqueville’s writings on poverty together for the first time: a
new translation of his original Memoir and the first English translation of his unfinished Second Memoir, as well
as his letter considering pauperism in Normandy and the ‘‘Pauperism in America’’ appendix to his Penitentiary
Report. By uniting these texts in a single volume, Henderson makes possible a deeper exploration of
Tocqueville’s thought as it pertains to questions of inequality and public assistance. As Henderson shows in her
introduction to this collection, Tocqueville provides no easy blueprint for fixing these problems, which remain
pressing today. Still, Tocqueville’s writings speak eloquently about these issues, and his own unsuccessful
struggle to find solutions remains both a spur to creative thinking today and a caution against attempting to
find simplistic remedies.
Memoirs on Pauperism and Other Writings allows us to study his sustained thought on pauperism, poverty
assistance, governmental assistance programs, and social inequality in a new and deeper way. The insights in
these works are important not only for what they tell us about Tocqueville but also for how they help us to think
about contemporary social challenges.

Contributor Bio

Alexis de Tocqueville (1805–1859) was a French political scientist and historian.
Christine Dunn Henderson is associate professor of political science in the School of Social Sciences at
Singapore Management University.
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NEW AND FORTHCOMING

The Rights of Women
Reclaiming a Lost Vision
Erika Bachiochi

Summary
Erika Bachiochi offers an original look at the development of feminism in the United States,
advancing a vision of rights that rests upon our responsibilities to others.
In The Rights of Women, Erika Bachiochi explores the development of feminist thought in the United States.
Inspired by the writings of Mary Wollstonecraft, Bachiochi recovers an all but forgotten intellectual history that
asserts a moral vision of women’s rights and argues for a reawakening of this tradition as an alternative to
modern feminism’s focus on autonomy.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268200824
Pub Date: 7/15/21
$35.00 USD
Paperback
410 Pages
21 b&w illustrations
History / Women
Series: Catholic Ideas for a
Secular World

Bachiochi proposes a philosophical and legal framework for rights that stems from political theory, women’s
studies, and constitutional law and builds on the communitarian tradition of feminist thought as seen in the
work of Elizabeth Fox-Genovese and Jean Bethke Elshtain. Drawing on the insight of prominent figures such as
Sarah Grimké, Frances Willard, Florence Kelley, Betty Friedan, Pauli Murray, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, and Mary
Ann Glendon, this book is unique in its treatment of the moral roots of women’s rights in America and its
critique of the movement’s current trajectory. In addition to exploring how Glendon’s dignitarian vision is
particularly reminiscent of Wollstonecraft’s, Bachiochi offers a crucial corrective to the irreconcilable tensions
that exist in Justice Ginsburg’s deeply influential autonomy-focused approach.
This smart and sophisticated application of Wollstonecraft’s thought will serve as a guide for how we might
better value the culturally essential work of the home and thereby promote authentic personal and political
freedom. The Rights of Women will interest students and scholars of political theory, gender and women’s
studies, feminist legal theory, and all readers interested in women’s rights.

Contributor Bio
Erika Bachiochi is a fellow at the Ethics and Public Policy Center and a senior fellow at the Abigail Adams
Institute, where she founded and directs the Wollstonecraft Project.

Fictions, Lies, and the Authority of Law
Steven D. Smith

Summary
Fictions, Lies, and the Authority of Law discusses legal, political, and cultural difficulties that arise
from the crisis of authority in the modern world.
Is there any connection linking some of the maladies of modern life—“cancel culture,” the climate of mendacity
in public and academic life, fierce conflicts over the Constitution, disputes over presidential authority? Fiction,
Lies, and the Authority of Law argues that these diverse problems are all a consequence of what Hannah Arendt
described as the disappearance of authority in the modern world. In this perceptive study, Steven D. Smith
offers a diagnosis explaining how authority today is based in pervasive fictions and how this situation can
amount to, as Arendt put it, “the loss of the groundwork of the world.”
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268201203
Pub Date: 9/15/21
$40.00 USD
Hardcover
290 Pages
Law / Natural Law
Series: Catholic Ideas for a
Secular World

Fictions, Lies, and the Authority of Law considers a variety of problems posed by the paradoxical ubiquity and
absence of authority in the modern world. Some of these problems are jurisprudential or philosophical in
character; others are more practical and lawyerly—problems of presidential powers and statutory and
constitutional interpretation; still others might be called existential. Smith’s use of fictions as his purchase for
thinking about authority has the potential to bring together the descriptive and the normative and to think
about authority as a useful hypothesis that helps us to make sense of the empirical world. This strikingly
original book shows that theoretical issues of authority have important practical implications for the kinds of
everyday issues confronted by judges, lawyers, and other members of society. The book is aimed at scholars
and students of law, political science, and philosophy, but many of the topics it addresses will be of interest to
politically engaged citizens.

Contributor Bio
Steven D. Smith is the Warren Distinguished Professor of Law at the University of San Diego. He is the author
of numerous books, including The Rise and Decline of American Religious Freedom and Law’s Quandary.
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NEW AND FORTHCOMING

Reason and Politics
The Nature of Political Phenomena
Mark Blitz

Summary
Reason and Politics explores the central phenomena of political life and, therefore, of human affairs
in general.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268109127
Pub Date: 3/15/21
$45.00 USD
Hardcover
202 Pages
Political Science / History &
Theory

Amidst the seemingly endless books on more and more narrowly specialized topics within politics, Mark Blitz
offers something very different. Reason and Politics: The Nature of Political Phenomena examines the central
phenomena of political life in order to clarify their meaning, source, and range. Blitz gives particular attention to
the notions of freedom, rights, justice, virtue, power, property, nationalism, and the common good. At the same
time, Blitz shows how, in order to understand political matters correctly, we must also understand how they
affect us directly. We do not merely theorize over political questions; we experience them. Blitz also considers
matters such as the powers and motions of the soul, the nature of experience, and the varieties of pleasure and
attachment.
Living at a time when technological change makes it difficult even to claim convincingly that there are defining
human characteristics and natural limits that we simply cannot change, Reason and Politics proposes that there
are in fact basic phenomena not only in politics, but that make up human affairs as such. In examining these
central phenomena in a lucid and articulate manner, this book makes a unique contribution not only to the
study of politics but also to the study of philosophy more broadly. It will interest undergraduate and graduate
students, political scientists and philosophers, those interested in politics, and general readers.

Contributor Bio
Mark Blitz is the Fletcher Jones Professor of Political Philosophy at Claremont McKenna College. He is the author
of numerous books, including Conserving Liberty, Plato’s Political Philosophy, and Duty Bound: Responsibility
and American Public Life.

Capitalism and Democracy
Prosperity, Justice, and the Good Society
Thomas A. Spragens, Jr.

Summary
This book serves as an introduction to the ongoing political debate about the relationship of
capitalism and democracy.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268200145
Pub Date: 3/1/21
$28.00 USD
Paperback
270 Pages
Political Science / History &
Theory

In recent years, the ideological battles between advocates of free markets and minimal government, on the one
hand, and adherents of greater democratic equality and some form of the welfare state, on the other hand,
have returned in full force. Anyone who wants to make sense of contemporary American politics and policy
battles needs to have some understanding of the divergent beliefs and goals that animate this debate. In
Capitalism and Democracy, Thomas A. Spragens, Jr., examines the opposing sides of the free market versus
welfare state debate through the lenses of political economy, moral philosophy, and political theory. He asks:
Do unchecked markets maximize prosperity, or do they at times produce wasteful and damaging outcomes? Are
market distributions morally appropriate, or does fairness require some form of redistribution? Would a society
of free markets and minimal government be the best kind of society possible, or would it have serious
problems? After leading the reader through a series of thought experiments designed to compare and clarify
the thought processes and beliefs held by supporters of each side, Spragens explains why there are no
definitive answers to these questions. He concludes, however, that some answers are better than others, and
he explains why his own judgement is that a vigorous free marketplace provides great benefits to a democratic
society, both economically and politically, but that it also requires regulation and supplementation by collective
action for a society to maximize prosperity, to mitigate some of the unfairness of the human condition, and to
be faithful to important democratic purposes and ideals. This engaging and accessible book will interest
students and scholars of political economy, democratic theory, and theories of social justice. It will also appeal
to general readers who are seeking greater clarity and understanding of contemporary debates about
government's role in the economy.

Contributor Bio
Thomas A. Spragens, Jr., is professor emeritus of political science at Duke University.
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NEW AND FORTHCOMING

The Kingdom of Man
Genesis and Failure of the Modern Project
Rémi Brague, Paul Seaton

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268104269
Pub Date: 2/15/21
$30.00 USD
Paperback
352 Pages
Philosophy / Religious
Series: Catholic Ideas for a
Secular World
NEW IN PAPERBACK

Was humanity created, or do humans create themselves? In this eagerly awaited English translation of Le
Règne de l’homme, the last volume of Rémi Brague's trilogy on the philosophical development of anthropology
in the West, Brague argues that, with the dawn of the Enlightenment, Western societies rejected the
transcendence of the past and looked instead to the progress fostered by the early modern present and the
future. As scientific advances drained the cosmos of literal mystery, humanity increasingly devalued the
theophilosophical mystery of being in favor of omniscience over one’s own existence. Brague narrates the
intellectual disappearance of the natural order, replaced by a universal chaos upon which only humanity can
impose order; he cites the vivid histories of the nation-state, economic evolution into capitalism, and
technology as the tools of this new dominion, taken up voluntarily by humans for their own ends rather than
accepted from the deity for a divine purpose.
Brague’s tour de force begins with the ancient and medieval confidence in humanity as the superior creation of
Nature or of God, epitomized in the biblical wish of the Creator for humans to exert stewardship over the earth.
He sees the Enlightenment as a transition period, taking as a given that humankind should be masters of the
world but rejecting the imposition of that duty by a deity. Before the Enlightenment, who the creator was and
whom the creator dominated were clear. With the advance of modernity and banishment of the Creator, who
was to be dominated? Today, Brague argues, “our humanism . . . is an anti-antihumanism, rather than a direct
affirmation of the goodness of the human.” He ends with a sobering question: does humankind still have the
will to survive in an era of intellectual self-destruction? The Kingdom of Man will appeal to all readers interested
in the history of ideas, but will be especially important to political philosophers, historical anthropologists, and
theologians.

Contributor Bio
Rémi Brague is emeritus professor of medieval and Arabic philosophy at the University of Paris I and Romano
Guardini Chair Emeritus of Philosophy at Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität (Munich).

Natural Law and Human Rights
Toward a Recovery of Practical Reason
Pierre Manent, Ralph C. Hancock, Daniel J. Mahoney

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268107222
Pub Date: 2/15/21
$25.00 USD
Paperback
176 Pages
Philosophy / Political
Series: Catholic Ideas for a
Secular World

This first English translation of Pierre Manent’s profound and strikingly original book La loi naturelle et les droits
de l’homme is a reflection on the central question of the Western political tradition. In six chapters, developed
from the prestigious Étienne Gilson lectures at the Institut Catholique de Paris, and in a related appendix,
Manent contemplates the steady displacement of the natural law by the modern conception of human rights. He
aims to restore the grammar of moral and political action, and thus the possibility of an authentically political
order that is fully compatible with liberty. Manent boldly confronts the prejudices and dogmas of those who
have repudiated the classical and Christian notion of “liberty under law” and in the process shows how
groundless many contemporary appeals to human rights turn out to be. Manent denies that we can generate
obligations from a condition of what Locke, Hobbes, and Rousseau call the “state of nature,” where human
beings are absolutely free, with no obligations to others. In his view, our ever-more-imperial affirmation of
human rights needs to be reintegrated into what he calls an “archic” understanding of human and political
existence, where law and obligation are inherent in liberty and meaningful human action. Otherwise we are
bound to act thoughtlessly and in an increasingly arbitrary or willful manner. Natural Law and Human Rights will
engage students and scholars of politics, philosophy, and religion, and will captivate sophisticated readers who
are interested in the question of how we might reconfigure our knowledge of, and talk with one another about,
politics.

Contributor Bio
Pierre Manent is professor emeritus of political philosophy at the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales.
He is the author of numerous books, including Montaigne: Life without Law (University of Notre Dame Press,
2020).
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NEW AND FORTHCOMING

The Way of Medicine
Ethics and the Healing Profession
Farr Curlin, Christopher Tollefsen

Summary
Today’s medicine is spiritually deflated and morally adrift; this book explains why and offers an
ethical framework to renew and guide practitioners in fulfilling their profession to heal.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268200862
Pub Date: 8/15/21
$30.00 USD
Paperback
232 Pages
Medical / Ethics
Series: Notre Dame Studies
in Medical Ethics and
Bioethics

What is medicine and what is it for? What does it mean to be a good doctor? Answers to these questions are
essential both to the practice of medicine and to understanding the moral norms that shape that practice. The
Way of Medicine articulates and defends an account of medicine and medical ethics meant to challenge the
reigning provider of services model, in which clinicians eschew any claim to know what is good for a patient and
instead offer an array of “health care services” for the sake of the patient’s subjective well-being. Against this
trend, Farr Curlin and Christopher Tollefsen call for practitioners to recover what they call the Way of Medicine,
which offers physicians both a path out of the provider of services model and also the moral resources
necessary to resist the various political, institutional, and cultural forces that constantly push practitioners and
patients into thinking of their relationship in terms of economic exchange.
Curlin and Tollefsen offer an accessible account of the ancient ethical tradition from which contemporary
medicine and bioethics has departed. Their investigation, drawing on the scholarship of Leon Kass, Alasdair
MacIntyre, and John Finnis, leads them to explore the nature of medicine as a practice, health as the end of
medicine, the doctor-patient relationship, the rule of double effect in medical practice, and a number of clinical
ethical issues from the beginning of life to its end. In the final chapter, the authors take up debates about
conscience in medicine, arguing that rather than pretending to not know what is good for patients, physicians
should contend conscientiously for the patient’s health and, in so doing, contend conscientiously for good
medicine.

Contributor Bio
Farr Curlin is Josiah C. Trent Professor of Medical Humanities at Duke University.
Christopher Tollefsen is the College of Arts and Sciences Distinguished Professor of Philosophy at the University
of South Carolina.

Medicine and Shariah
A Dialogue in Islamic Bioethics
Aasim I. Padela

Summary
Medicine and Shariah brings together experts from various fields, including clinicians, Islamic
studies experts, and Muslim theologians, to analyze the interaction of the doctors and jurists who
are forging the field of Islamic bioethics.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268108373
Pub Date: 6/15/21
$75.00 USD
Hardcover
312 Pages
Medical / Ethics

Although much ink has been spilled in generating Islamic responses to bioethical questions and in analyzing
fatwas, Islamic bioethics still remains an emerging field. How are Islamic bioethical norms to be generated? Are
Islamic bioethical writings to be considered as part of the broader academic discourse in bioethics? What even
is the scope of Islamic bioethics? Taking up these and related questions, the essays in Medicine and Shariah
provide the groundwork for a more robust field. The volume begins by furnishing concepts and terms needed to
map out the discourse. It concludes by offering a multidisciplinary model for ethical deliberation that accounts
for the various disciplines needed to derive Islamic moral norms and to understand biomedical contexts. In
between these bookends, contributors apply various analytic, empirical, and normative lenses to examine the
interaction between biomedical knowledge (represented by physicians) and Islamic law (represented by jurists)
in Islamic bioethical deliberation.
By providing a multidisciplinary model for generating Islamic bioethics rulings, Medicine and Shariah provides
the critical foundations for an Islamic bioethics that better attends to specific biomedical contexts and also
accurately reflects the moral vision of Islam. The volume will be essential reading for bioethicists and scholars
of Islam; for those interested in the dialectics of tradition, modernity, science, and religion; and more broadly
for scholarly and professional communities that work at the intersection of the Islamic tradition and
contemporary healthcare.

Contributor Bio
Aasim I. Padela is professor of emergency medicine, bioethics, and humanities at the Medical College of
Wisconsin. He is also director of the Initiative on Islam and Medicine and co-editor of Islam and Biomedicine.
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Montaigne
Life without Law
Pierre Manent, Paul Seaton

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268107819
Pub Date: 8/31/20
$42.00 USD
Hardcover
280 Pages
Philosophy / Political
Series: Catholic Ideas for a
Secular World

In Montaigne: Life without Law, originally published in French in 2014 and now translated for the first time into
English by Paul Seaton, Pierre Manent provides a careful reading of Montaigne’s three-volume work Essays.
Although Montaigne’s writings resist easy analysis, Manent finds in them a subtle unity, and demonstrates the
philosophical depth of Montaigne’s reflections and the distinctive, even radical, character of his central ideas. To
show Montaigne’s unique contribution to modern philosophy, Manent compares his work to other modern
thinkers, including Machiavelli, Hobbes, Pascal, and Rousseau. What does human life look like without the
imposing presence of the state? asks Manent. In raising this question about Montaigne’s Essays, Manent poses
a question of great relevance to our contemporary situation. He argues that Montaigne’s philosophical
reflections focused on what he famously called la condition humaine, the human condition. Manent tracks
Montaigne’s development of this fundamental concept, focusing especially on his reworking of pagan and
Christian understandings of virtue and pleasure, disputation and death. Bringing new form and content
together, a new form of thinking and living is presented by Montaigne’s Essays, a new model of a thoughtful life
from one of the unsung founders of modernity.
Throughout, Manent suggests alternatives and criticisms, some by way of contrasts with other thinkers, some
in his own name. This is philosophical engagement at a very high level. In showing the unity of Montaigne’s
work, Manent’s study will appeal especially to students and scholars of political theory, the history of modern
philosophy, modern literature, and the origins of modernity.

Contributor Bio
Pierre Manent is professor emeritus of political philosophy at the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales.
He is the author of numerous books, including Natural Law and Human Rights: Toward a Recovery of Practical
Reason (University of Notre Dame Press, 2020)
Paul Seaton is associate professor of philosophy at St. Mary's Seminary and University.

Globalization and Liberalism
Montesquieu, Tocqueville, and Manent
Trevor Shelley

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268107291
Pub Date: 4/30/20
$60.00 USD
Hardcover
300 Pages
Political Science / History &
Theory

In this learned and wide-ranging book, Trevor Shelley engages the controversial topic of globalization through
philosophical exegesis of great texts. Globalization and Liberalism illustrates and defends the idea that at the
heart of the human world is the antinomy of the universal and the particular. Various thinkers have emphasized
one aspect of this tension over the other. Some, such as Rousseau and Schmitt, have defended pure
particularity. Others, such as Habermas, have uncritically welcomed the intimations of the world state. Against
these twin extremes of radical nationalism and antipolitical universalism, this book seeks to recover a middle or
moderate position—the liberal position. To find this via media, Shelley traces a tradition of French liberal
political thinkers who take account of both sides of the antinomy: Montesquieu, Tocqueville, and Manent. As
Shelley argues, each of these thinkers defends the integrity of political bodies, denies that the universal
perspective is the only legitimate perspective, and recognizes that, without differences and distinctions across
the political landscape, self-government and freedom of action are impossible.
As human beings, we can live free and fulfilling lives neither as isolated individuals nor as members of
humanity. Rather, we require a properly constituted particular political community in which we can make
manifest our universal humanity. In the liberalism of these three thinkers, we find the resources to think
through what such a political community might look like. Globalism and Liberalism demonstrates the
importance of these writers for addressing today’s challenges and will interest political theorists, historians of
political thought, and specialists of French political thought.

Contributor Bio
Trevor Shelley is a postdoctoral associate at the Arizona State University School of Civic and Economic Thought
and Leadership.
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Freedom from Reality
The Diabolical Character of Modern Liberty
D. C. Schindler

Summary
It is commonly observed that behind many of the political and cultural issues that we face today there are
impoverished conceptions of freedom, which, according to D. C. Schindler, we have inherited from the classical
liberal tradition without a sufficient awareness of its implications. Freedom from Reality presents a critique of
the deceptive and ultimately self-subverting character of the modern notion of freedom, retrieving an
alternative view through a new interpretation of the ancient tradition. While many have critiqued the
inadequacy of identifying freedom with arbitrary choice, this book seeks to penetrate to the metaphysical roots
of the modern conception by going back, through an etymological study, to the original sense of freedom.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268102623
Pub Date: 8/31/19
$35.00 USD
Paperback
456 Pages
Philosophy / Ethics & Moral
Philosophy
Series: Catholic Ideas for a
Secular World

Schindler begins by uncovering a contradiction in John Locke’s seminal account of human freedom. Rather than
dismissing it as a mere “academic” problem, Schindler takes this contradiction as a key to understanding the
strange paradoxes that abound in the contemporary values and institutions founded on the modern notion of
liberty: the very mechanisms that intend to protect modern freedom render it empty and ineffectual. In this
respect, modern liberty is “diabolical”—a word that means, at its roots, that which “drives apart” and so
subverts. This is contrasted with the “symbolical” (a “joining-together”), which, he suggests, most basically
characterizes the premodern sense of reality. This book will appeal to students and scholars of political
philosophy (especially political theorists), philosophers in the continental or historical traditions, and cultural
critics with a philosophical bent.

Contributor Bio
D. C. Schindler is professor of metaphysics and anthropology at the John Paul II Institute, Washington, DC. He
is the author of a number of books, including The Catholicity of Reason.

The Limits of Liberalism
Tradition, Individualism, and the Crisis of Freedom
Mark T. Mitchell

Summary
In The Limits of Liberalism, Mark T. Mitchell argues that a rejection of tradition is both philosophically
incoherent and politically harmful. This false conception of tradition helps to facilitate both liberal
cosmopolitanism and identity politics. The incoherencies are revealed through an investigation of the works of
Michael Oakeshott, Alasdair MacIntyre, and Michael Polanyi.
Mitchell demonstrates that the rejection of tradition as an epistemic necessity has produced a false conception
of the human person—the liberal self—which in turn has produced a false conception of freedom. This book
identifies why most modern thinkers have denied the essential role of tradition and explains how tradition can
be restored to its proper place.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268104290
Pub Date: 11/30/18
$55.00 USD
Hardcover

Oakeshott, MacIntyre, and Polanyi all, in various ways, emphasize the necessity of tradition, and although these
thinkers approach tradition in different ways, Mitchell finds useful elements within each to build an argument
for a reconstructed view of tradition and, as a result, a reconstructed view of freedom. Mitchell argues that only
by finding an alternative to the liberal self can we escape the incoherencies and pathologies inherent therein.

340 Pages
Political Science / History &
Theory

This book will appeal to undergraduates, graduate students, professional scholars, and educated laypersons in
the history of ideas and late modern culture.

Contributor Bio
Mark T. Mitchell is the chair of the government department at Patrick Henry College.
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The Priority of the Person
Political, Philosophical, and Historical Discoveries
David Walsh

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268107383
Pub Date: 8/31/20
$39.00 USD
Paperback
372 Pages
Philosophy / Ethics & Moral
Philosophy
Series: The Beginning and
the Beyond of Politics

In The Priority of the Person, world-class philosopher David Walsh advances the argument set forth in his highly
original philosophic meditation Politics of the Person as the Politics of Being (2015), that “person” is the central
category of modern political thought and philosophy. The present volume is divided into three main parts. It
begins with the political discovery of the inexhaustibility of persons, explores the philosophic differentiation of
the idea of the “person,” and finally traces the historical emergence of the concept through art, science, and
faith. Walsh argues that, although the roots of the idea of “person” are found in the Greek concept of the mind
and in the Christian conception of the soul, this notion is ultimately a distinctly modern achievement, because it
is only the modern turn toward interiority that illuminated the unique nature of persons as each being a world
unto him- or herself. As Walsh shows, it is precisely this feature of persons that makes it possible for us to
know and communicate with others, for we can only give and receive one another as persons. In this way alone
can we become friends and, in friendship, build community.
By showing how the person is modernity’s central preoccupation, David Walsh’s The Priority of the Person
makes an important contribution to current discussions in both political theory and philosophy. It will also
appeal to students and scholars of theology and literature, and any groups interested in the person and
personalism.

Contributor Bio
David Walsh is professor of politics at the Catholic University of America. He is the author and editor of a
number of books, including Politics of the Person as the Politics of Being (University of Notre Dame Press,
2015).

Democratic Responsibility
The Politics of Many Hands in America
Nora Hanagan

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268106058
Pub Date: 8/31/19
$50.00 USD
Hardcover
250 Pages
Political Science / Political
Ideologies

American society is often described as one that celebrates self-reliance and personal responsibility. However,
abolitionists, progressive reformers, civil rights activists, and numerous others often held their fellow citizens
responsible for shared problems such as economic exploitation and white supremacy. Moreover, they viewed
recognizing and responding to shared problems as essential to achieving democratic ideals. In Democratic
Responsibility, Nora Hanagan examines American thinkers and activists who offered an alternative to
individualistic conceptions of responsibility and puts them in dialogue with contemporary philosophers who
write about shared responsibility. Drawing on the political theory and practice of Henry David Thoreau, Jane
Addams, Martin Luther King Jr., and Audre Lorde, Hanagan develops a distinctly democratic approach to shared
responsibility. Cooperative democracy is especially relevant in an age of globalization and hyperconnectivity,
where societies are continually threatened with harms—such as climate change, global sweatshop labor, and
structural racism—that result from the combined interactions of multiple individuals and institutions, and which
therefore cannot be resolved without collective action. Democratic Responsibility offers insight into how political
actors might confront seemingly intractable problems, and challenges conventional understandings of what
commitment to democratic ideals entails. This book will be of interest to scholars and students of political
science, especially those who look to the history of political thought for resources that might promote social
justice in the present.

Contributor Bio
Nora Hanagan is visiting assistant professor of political science at Duke University.
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Thomas Hobbes and the Natural Law
Kody W. Cooper

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268103019
Pub Date: 3/30/18
$50.00 USD
Hardcover
342 Pages
Political Science / History &
Theory

Has Hobbesian moral and political theory been fundamentally misinterpreted by most of his readers? Since the
criticism of John Bramhall, Hobbes has generally been regarded as advancing a moral and political theory that
is antithetical to classical natural law theory. Kody Cooper challenges this traditional interpretation of Hobbes in
Thomas Hobbes and the Natural Law. Hobbes affirms two essential theses of classical natural law theory: the
capacity of practical reason to grasp intelligible goods or reasons for action and the legally binding character of
the practical requirements essential to the pursuit of human flourishing. Hobbes’s novel contribution lies
principally in his formulation of a thin theory of the good. This book seeks to prove that Hobbes has more in
common with the Aristotelian-Thomistic tradition of natural law philosophy than has been recognized. According
to Cooper, Hobbes affirms a realistic philosophy as well as biblical revelation as the ground of his philosophicaltheological anthropology and his moral and civil science. In addition, Cooper contends that Hobbes's thought,
although transformative in important ways, also has important structural continuities with the AristotelianThomistic tradition of practical reason, theology, social ontology, and law. What emerges from this study is a
nuanced assessment of Hobbes’s place in the natural law tradition as a formulator of natural law liberalism. This
book will appeal to political theorists and philosophers and be of particular interest to Hobbes scholars and
natural law theorists.

Contributor Bio
Kody Cooper is assistant professor of political science and public service at the University of Tennessee,
Chattanooga.

Jean Bethke Elshtain
Politics, Ethics, and Society
Debra Erickson, Michael Le Chevallier

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268103057
Pub Date: 4/30/18
$40.00 USD
Hardcover
416 Pages
Political Science / History &
Theory
Series: Catholic Ideas for a
Secular World

Jean Bethke Elshtain (1941–2013) was a noted ethicist, political philosopher, and public intellectual. Her four
decades of scholarship defy easy categorization: she wrote both seminal works of theory and occasional pieces
for the popular press, and she was variously viewed as radical and conservative, feminist and traditionalist,
anti-war and pro-interventionist. Jean Bethke Elshtain: Politics, Ethics, and Society is the first attempt to
evaluate Elshtain’s entire published body of work and to give shape to a wide-ranging scholarly career, with an
eye to her work’s ongoing relevance. This collection of essays brings together scholars and public intellectuals
from across the spectrum of disciplines in which Elshtain wrote. The volume is organized around four themes,
which identify the central concerns that shaped Elshtain’s thought: (1) the nature of politics; (2) politics and
religion; (3) international relations and just war; and (4) the end(s) of political life. The essays have been
chosen not only for the expertise of each contributor as it bears on Elshtain’s work but also for their interpretive
and analytic scope. This volume introduces readers to the work of a key contemporary thinker, using Elshtain’s
writing as a lens through which to reflect on central political and scholarly debates of the last few decades. Jean
Bethke Elshtain will be of great interest to specialists researching Elshtain and to scholars of multiple
disciplines, particularly political theory, international relations, and religion.
Contributors: Debra Erickson Sulai, Michael Le Chevallier, Robin W. Lovin, William A. Galston, Arlene W.
Saxonhouse, Don Browning, Peter Berkowitz, Nancy J. Hirschmann, Michael Kessler, Lisa Sowle Cahill, Nigel
Biggar, Gilbert Meilaender, Eric Gregory, Daniel Philpott, Marc LiVecche, Nicholas Rengger, John D. Carlson,
Chris Brown, Michael Walzer, James Turner Johnson, Erik Owens, Francis Fukuyama, Carl Gershman, and
Patrick J. Deneen.

Contributor Bio
Debra Erickson is an instructor in philosophy at Bloomsburg University.
Michael Le Chevallier is a Ph.D. candidate in religious ethics at the University of Chicago Divinity School.
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Political Philosophy and the Republican Future
Reconsidering Cicero
Gregory Bruce Smith

Summary
Are we moving inevitably into an irreversible era of postnationalism and globalism? In Political Philosophy and
the Republican Future, Gregory Bruce Smith asks, if participation in self-government is not central to citizens’
vision of the political good, is despotism inevitable? Smith's study evolves around reconciling the early
republican tradition in Greece and Rome as set out by authors such as Aristotle and Cicero, and a more recent
tradition shaped by thinkers such as Machiavelli, Locke, Montesquieu, Adam Smith, Madison, and Rousseau.
Gregory Smith adds a further layer of complexity by analyzing how the republican and the larger philosophical
tradition have been called into question by the critiques of Nietzsche, Heidegger, and their various followers.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268103897
Pub Date: 7/25/18
$55.00 USD
Hardcover
432 Pages
Philosophy / History &
Surveys

For Smith, the republican future rests on the future of the tradition of political philosophy. In this book he
explores the nature of political philosophy and the assumptions under which that tradition can be an ongoing
tradition rather than one that is finished. He concludes that political philosophy must recover its
phenomenological roots and attempt to transcend the self-legislating constructivism of modern philosophy.
Forgetting our past traditions, he asserts, will only lead to despotism, the true enemy of all permutations of
republicanism. Cicero's thought is presented as a classic example of the phenomenological approach to political
philosophy. A return to the architectonic understanding of political philosophy exemplified by Cicero is, Smith
argues, the key to the republican future.

Contributor Bio
Gregory Bruce Smith is professor of political science and philosophy at Trinity College. He is the author of a
number of books, including Nietzsche, Heidegger and the Transition to Postmodernity and Martin Heidegger:
Paths Taken, Paths Opened.

Public Intellectuals in the Global Arena
Professors or Pundits?
Michael C. Desch

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268100247
Pub Date: 11/15/16
$55.00 USD
Hardcover
418 Pages
Philosophy / Political

What is a public intellectual? Where are they to be found? What accounts for the lament today that public
intellectuals are either few in number or, worse, irrelevant? While there is a small literature on the role of public
intellectuals, it is organized around various thinkers rather than focusing on different countries or the unique
opportunities and challenges inherent in varied disciplines or professions. In Public Intellectuals in the Global
Arena, Michael C. Desch has gathered a group of contributors to offer a timely and far-reaching reassessment
of the role of public intellectuals in a variety of Western and non-Western settings. The contributors delineate
the centrality of historical consciousness, philosophical self-understanding, and ethical imperatives for any
intelligentsia who presume to speak the truth to power. The first section provides in-depth studies of the role of
public intellectuals in a variety of countries or regions, including the United States, Latin America, China, and
the Islamic world. The essays in the second section take up the question of why public intellectuals vary so
widely across different disciplines. These chapters chronicle changes in the disciplines of philosophy and
economics, changes that "have combined to dethrone the former and elevate the latter as the preeminent
homes of public intellectuals in the academy." Also included are chapters that consider the evolving roles of the
natural scientist, the former diplomat, and the blogger as public intellectuals. The final section provides
concluding perspectives about the duties of public intellectuals in the twenty-first century.

Contributor Bio
Michael C. Desch is professor of political science at the University of Notre Dame.
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The Architecture of Law
Rebuilding Law in the Classical Tradition
Brian M. McCall

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268103330
Pub Date: 5/30/18
$70.00 USD
Hardcover
560 Pages
Law / Natural Law

What is law? How should law be made? Using St. Thomas Aquinas’s analogy of God as an architect, Brian
McCall argues that classical natural law jurisprudence provides an answer to these questions far superior to
those provided by legal positivism or the “new” natural law theories. The Architecture of Law explores the
metaphor of law as an architectural building project, with eternal law as the foundation, natural law as the
frame, divine law as the guidance provided by the architect, and human law as the provider of the defining
details and ornamentation. Classical jurisprudence is presented as a synthesis of the work of the greatest minds
of antiquity and the medieval period, including Cicero, Artistotle, Gratian, Augustine, and Aquinas; the
significant texts of each receive detailed exposition in these pages. Along with McCall’s development of the
architectural image, he raises a question that becomes a running theme throughout the book: To what extent
does one need to know God to accept and understand natural law jurisprudence, given its foundational premise
that all authority comes from God? The separation of the study of law from knowledge of theology and morality,
McCall argues, only results in the impoverishment of our understanding of law. He concludes that they must be
reunited in order for jurisprudence to flourish. This book will appeal to academics, students in law, philosophy,
and theology, and to all those interested in legal or political philosophy.

Contributor Bio
Brian McCall is associate dean for academic affairs and the Orpha and Maurice Merrill Professor in Law at the
University of Oklahoma College of Law.

A Liberalism Safe for Catholicism?
Perspectives from The Review of Politics
Daniel Philpott, Ryan T. Anderson

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268101718
Pub Date: 6/30/17
$40.00 USD
Paperback
594 Pages
Political Science / Political
Ideologies
Series: REVIEW OF POLITICS
Series

This volume is the third in the “Perspectives from The Review of Politics” series, following The Crisis of Modern
Times, edited by A. James McAdams (2007), and War, Peace, and International Political Realism, edited by Keir
Lieber (2009). In A Liberalism Safe for Catholicism?, editors Daniel Philpott and Ryan Anderson chronicle the
relationship between the Catholic Church and American liberalism as told through twenty-seven essays selected
from the history of the Review of Politics, dating back to the journal’s founding in 1939. The primary subject
addressed in these essays is the development of a Catholic political liberalism in response to the democratic
environment of nineteenth- and twentieth-century America. Works by Jacques Maritain, Heinrich Rommen, and
Yves R. Simon forge the case for the compatibility of Catholicism and American liberal institutions, including the
civic right of religious freedom. The conversation continues through recent decades, when a number of Catholic
philosophers called into question the partnership between Christianity and American liberalism and were
debated by others who rejoined with a strenuous defense of the partnership. The book also covers a wide range
of other topics, including democracy, free market economics, the common good, human rights, international
politics, and the thought of John Henry Newman, John Courtney Murray, and Alasdair MacIntyre, as well as
some of the most prominent Catholic thinkers of the last century, among them John Finnis, Michael Novak, and
William T. Cavanaugh. This book will be of special interest to students and scholars of political science,
journalists and policymakers, church leaders, and everyday Catholics trying to make sense of Christianity in
modern society.

Contributor Bio
Daniel Philpott is professor of political science at the University of Notre Dame and editor of The Politics of Past
Evil (University of Notre Dame Press, 2006).
Ryan T. Anderson is senior research fellow at the Heritage Foundation and founder/editor of the online journal
Public Discourse.
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Alasdair MacIntyre, Charles Taylor, and the Demise of Naturalism
Reunifying Political Theory and Social Science
Jason Blakely

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268100643
Pub Date: 10/15/16
$35.00 USD
Hardcover
136 Pages
Philosophy / Ethics & Moral
Philosophy

Today the ethical and normative concerns of everyday citizens are all too often sidelined from the study of
political and social issues, driven out by an effort to create a more “scientific” study. This book offers a way for
social scientists and political theorists to reintegrate the empirical and the normative, proposing a way out of
the scientism that clouds our age. In Alasdair MacIntyre, Charles Taylor, and the Demise of Naturalism, Jason
Blakely argues that the resources for overcoming this divide are found in the respective intellectual
developments of Charles Taylor and Alasdair MacIntyre. Blakely examines their often parallel intellectual
journeys, which led them to critically engage the British New Left, analytic philosophy, phenomenology,
continental hermeneutics, and modern social science. Although MacIntyre and Taylor are not sui generis,
Blakely claims they each present a new, revived humanism, one that insists on the creative agency of the
human person against reductive, instrumental, technocratic, and scientistic ways of thinking. The recovery of
certain key themes in these philosophers’ works generates a new political philosophy with which to face certain
unprecedented problems of our age. Taylor’s and MacIntyre’s philosophies give social scientists working in all
disciplines (from economics and sociology to political science and psychology) an alternative theoretical
framework for conducting research.

Contributor Bio
Jason Blakely is assistant professor of political science at Pepperdine University.
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The Evening of Life
The Challenges of Aging and Dying Well
Joseph E. Davis, Paul Scherz

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268108021
Pub Date: 9/30/20
$35.00 USD
Paperback
214 Pages
Social Science / Death &
Dying

Although philosophy, religion, and civic cultures used to help people prepare for aging and dying well, this is no
longer the case. Today, aging is frequently seen as a problem to be solved and death as a harsh reality to be
masked. In part, our cultural confusion is rooted in an inadequate conception of the human person, which is
based on a notion of absolute individual autonomy that cannot but fail in the face of the dependency that
comes with aging and decline at the end of life. To help correct the ethical impoverishment at the root of our
contemporary social confusion, The Evening of Life provides an interdisciplinary examination of the challenges
of aging and dying well. It calls for a re-envisioning of cultural concepts, practices, and virtues that embraces
decline, dependency, and finitude rather than stigmatizes them. Bringing together the work of sociologists,
anthropologists, philosophers, theologians, and medical practitioners, this collection of essays develops an
interrelated set of conceptual tools to discuss the current challenges posed to aging and dying well, such as
flourishing, temporality, narrative, and friendship. Above all, it proposes a positive understanding of thriving in
old age that is rooted in our shared vulnerability as human beings. It also suggests how some of these tools
and concepts can be deployed to create a medical system that better responds to our contemporary needs. The
Evening of Life will interest bioethicists, medical practitioners, clinicians, and others involved in the care of the
aging and dying.
Contributors: Joseph E. Davis, Sharon R. Kaufman, Paul Scherz, Wilfred M. McClay, Kevin Aho, Charles
Guignon, Bryan S. Turner, Janelle S. Taylor, Sarah L. Szanton, Janiece Taylor, and Justin Mutter

Contributor Bio
Joseph E. Davis is research professor of sociology at the Institute for Advanced Studies in Culture at the
University of Virginia.
Paul Scherz is associate professor of moral theology and ethics at the Catholic University of America.

Horizons of Difference
Engaging with Others
Fred Dallmayr

Summary
In his latest book, Horizons of Difference: Engaging with Others, Fred Dallmayr argues that the dialogue
between religious and secular commitments, between faith and reason, is particularly important in our time
because both faith and reason can give rise to dangerous and destructive types of extremism, fanaticism, or
idolatry. In this interdisciplinary and cross-cultural synthesis of philosophy, religious thought, and political
theory, Dallmayr neither accepts the “clash of cultures” dichotomy nor denies the reality of cultural tensions.
Instead, operating from the standpoint of philosophical hermeneutics, he embraces cultural difference as a
necessary condition and opportunity for mutual cross-cultural dialogue and learning.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268108502
Pub Date: 10/31/20
$35.00 USD
Paperback
256 Pages
Philosophy / Political

In part 1, “Relationality and Difference,” Dallmayr explores the emergence of diverse loyalties and attachments
in different social and cultural contexts. The assumption is not that different commitments are necessarily
synchronized or “naturally” compatible but rather that they are held together precisely by their difference and
potential antagonism. Part 2, “Engagement through Dialogue and Interaction,” dwells on the major means of
mediating between the alternatives of radical separation and radical sameness: dialogue and hermeneutical
interpretation of understanding. In this respect, the emphasis shifts to leading philosophers of dialogue such as
Hans-Georg Gadamer, Bernhard Waldenfels, and Maurice Merleau-Ponty.
In a world where the absolutizing of the ego encourages selfish egotism that can lead to aggressive
warmongering, Horizons of Difference shows how the categories of “difference” and “relationality” can be used
to build a genuine and peaceful democracy based on dialogue and interaction instead of radical autonomy and
elitism.

Contributor Bio
Fred Dallmayr is Packey J. Dee Professor Emeritus in philosophy and political science at the University of Notre
Dame. He is the author and editor of over fifty books, including Spiritual Guides: Pathfinders in the Desert
(University of Notre Dame Press, 2017).
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Disputes in Bioethics
Abortion, Euthanasia, and Other Controversies
Christopher Kaczor

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268108106
Pub Date: 9/30/20
$30.00 USD
Paperback
236 Pages
Medical / Ethics
Series: Notre Dame Studies
in Medical Ethics and
Bioethics

Disputes in Bioethics tackles some of the most debated questions in contemporary scholarship about the
beginning and end of life. This collection of essays takes up questions about the dawn of human life, including:
Should we make children with three (or more) parents? Is it better never to have been born? and Why should
the baby live? This volume also asks about the dusk of human life: Is "death with dignity" a dangerous
euphemism? Should euthanasia be permitted for children? Does assisted suicide harm those who do not choose
to die? Still other questions are asked concerning recent views that health care professionals should not have a
right to conscientiously object to legal and accepted medical practices. Finally, the book addresses questions
about separating conjoined twins as well as the issue of whether the species of an individual makes a difference
for the individual’s moral status.
Christopher Kaczor critiques some of the most recent and influential positions in bioethics, while eschewing
both consequentialism and principalism. Rooted in the Catholic principle that faith and reason are harmonious,
this book shows how Catholic bioethical teaching is rationally defensible in terms that people of good will,
secular or religious, can accept. Proceeding from a natural law perspective, Kaczor defends the inherent dignity
of all human beings and argues that they merit the protection of their basic human goods because of that
inherent dignity. Philosophers interested in applied ethics, as well as students and professors of law, will profit
from reading Disputes in Bioethics. The book aims to be both philosophically sophisticated and accessible for
students and experienced researchers alike.

Contributor Bio
Christopher Kaczor is professor of philosophy at Loyola Marymount University. He is the author of a number of
books, including A Defense of Dignity: Creating Life, Destroying Life, and Protecting the Rights of Conscience
(University of Notre Dame Press, 2013).

The Nature of Human Persons
Metaphysics and Bioethics
Jason T. Eberl

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268107734
Pub Date: 6/25/20
$75.00 USD
Hardcover
422 Pages
Philosophy / Ethics & Moral
Philosophy
Series: Notre Dame Studies
in Medical Ethics and
Bioethics

Is there a shared nature common to all human beings? What essential qualities might define this nature? These
questions are among the most widely discussed topics in the history of philosophy and remain subjects of
perennial interest and controversy. The Nature of Human Persons offers a metaphysical investigation of the
composition of the human essence. For a human being to exist, does it require an immaterial mind, a physical
body, a functioning brain, a soul? Jason Eberl also considers the criterion of identity for a developing human
being—that is, what is required for a human being to continue existing as a person despite undergoing physical
and psychological changes over time? Eberl's investigation presents and defends a theoretical perspective from
the thirteenth-century philosopher and theologian Thomas Aquinas. Advancing beyond descriptive historical
analysis, this book places Aquinas’s account of human nature into direct comparison with several prominent
contemporary theories: substance dualism, emergentism, animalism, constitutionalism, four-dimensionalism,
and embodied mind theory. These theories inform various conclusions regarding when human beings first come
into existence—at conception, during gestation, or after birth—and how we ought to define death for human
beings. Finally, each of these viewpoints offers a distinctive rationale as to whether, and if so how, human
beings may survive death. Ultimately, Eberl argues that the Thomistic account of human nature addresses the
matters of human nature and survival in a much more holistic and desirable way than the other theories and
offers a cohesive portrait of one’s continued existence from conception through life to death and beyond.

Contributor Bio
Jason T. Eberl is professor of health care ethics and director of the Albert Gnaegi Center for Health Care Ethics
at Saint Louis University. He is the author of a number of books, including Contemporary Controversies in
Catholic Bioethics.
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Untangling Twinning
What Science Tells Us about the Nature of Human Embryos
Maureen L. Condic

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268107055
Pub Date: 2/28/20
$45.00 USD
Hardcover
196 Pages
Medical / Ethics
Series: Notre Dame Studies
in Medical Ethics and
Bioethics

Scientists and philosophers have long struggled to answer the questions of when human life begins and when
human life has inherent value. The phenomenon of identical (monozygotic) twinning presents a significant
challenge to the view that human life and human personhood begin at conception. The fact that a single
embryo can split to generate two (or more) genetically identical embryos seems to defy the notion that prior to
splitting an embryo can be a single human individual. In Untangling Twinning, Maureen Condic looks at the
questions raised by human twinning based on a unique synthesis of molecular developmental biology and
Aristotelian philosophy. She begins with a brief historical analysis of the current scientific perspective on the
embryo and proceeds to address the major philosophic and scientific concerns regarding human twinning and
embryo fusion: Is the embryo one human or two (or even more)? Does the original embryo die, and if not,
which of the twins is the original? Who are the parents of the twins? What do twins, chimeras, cloning, and
asexual reproduction in humans mean? And what does the science of human embryology say about human
ensoulment, human individuality, and human value? Condic's original approach makes a unique contribution to
the discussion of human value and human individuality, and offers a clear, evidence-based resolution to
questions raised by human twinning. The book is written for students and scholars of bioethics, scientists,
theologians, and attorneys who are involved in questions surrounding the human embryo.

Contributor Bio
Maureen L. Condic is associate professor of neurobiology at the University of Utah.

Value and Vulnerability
An Interfaith Dialogue on Human Dignity
Matthew R. Petrusek, Jonathan Rothchild

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268106652
Pub Date: 6/25/20
$150.00 USD
Hardcover
512 Pages
Religion / Ethics

Value and Vulnerability brings together scholars of many religions—including Catholicism, Buddhism, Judaism,
Hinduism, Eastern Orthodoxy, Protestantism, Islam, and Humanism—to identify and examine conceptions and
interpretations of dignity within different religious and philosophical perspectives and their applications to
contemporary issues of conflict, such as gendered, religious, and racial violence, immigration, ecology, and
religious peacemaking. Value and Vulnerability also includes response chapters that clarify and refine these
interpretations from interfaith perspectives. Through this volume, Matthew R. Petrusek and Jonathan Rothchild
offer recommendations for advancing the conversation about dignity within and among traditions and for
addressing urgent global issues and threats to dignity. Together, Petrusek, Rothchild, and the contributors
create a comparative framework constituted by seven questions: What sources justify dignity’s existence,
nature, and purpose? What is the relationship between the divine and human dignity? What is the relationship
between dignity and the human body? Is dignity vulnerable or invulnerable to moral harm? Is dignity inherent
or attained? Is dignity universal and equal? Is dignity practical? Through its systematic, comparative,
interdisciplinary, and practical dimensions, Value and Vulnerability fills in the gaps in contemporary theological,
philosophical, and ethical discourses on dignity.
Contributors: Matthew R. Petrusek, Jonathan Rothchild, Darlene Fozard Weaver, Kristin Scheible, Karen B.
Enriquez, Elliot N. Dorff, Daniel Nevins, Christopher Key Chapple, David P. Gushee, Aristotle Papanikolaou, Zeki
Saritoprak, William Schweiker, Hille Haker, Nicholas Denysenko, Terrence L. Johnson, William O’Neill, Victor
Carmona, Dawn Nothwehr, OSF, and Ellen Ott Marshall.

Contributor Bio
Matthew R. Petrusek is an associate professor of theological studies at Loyola Marymount University.
Jonathan Rothchild is a professor of theological studies at Loyola Marymount University. He is co-editor of Doing
Justice to Mercy: Religion, Law, and Criminal Justice.
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Spiritual Exercises for a Secular Age
Desmond and the Quest for God
Ryan G. Duns SJ

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268108137
Pub Date: 9/30/20
$75.00 USD
Hardcover
384 Pages
Religion / Philosophy

In A Secular Age, Charles Taylor, faced with contemporary challenges to belief, issues a call for “new and
unprecedented itineraries” that might be capable of leading seekers to encounter God. In Spiritual Exercises for
a Secular Age, Ryan G. Duns demonstrates that William Desmond’s philosophy has the resources to offer a
compelling response to Taylor. To show how, Duns makes use of the work of Pierre Hadot. In Hadot’s view, the
point of philosophy is “not to inform but to form”—that is, not to provide abstract answers to abstruse
questions but rather to form the human being such that she can approach reality as such in a new way.
Drawing on Hadot, Duns frames Desmond’s metaphysical thought as a form of spiritual exercise. So framed,
Duns argues, Desmond’s metaphysics attunes its readers to perceive disclosure of the divine in the everyday.
Approached in this way, studying Desmond’s metaphysics can transform how readers behold reality itself by
attuning them to discern the presence of God, who can be sought, and disclosed through, all things in the
world.
Spiritual Exercises for a Secular Age offers a readable and engaging introduction to the thought of Charles
Taylor and William Desmond, and demonstrates how practicing metaphysics can be understood as a form of
spiritual exercise that renews in its practitioners an attentiveness to God in all things. As a unique contribution
at the crossroads of theology and philosophy, it will appeal to readers in continental philosophy, theology, and
religious studies broadly.

Contributor Bio
Ryan G. Duns, SJ, is assistant professor of theology at Marquette University.

Heart of Reality
Essays on Beauty, Love, and Ethics
Vladimir Sergeyevich Soloviev, Vladimir Wozniuk

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268108939
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$35.00 USD
Paperback
264 Pages
Religion / Philosophy

Vladimir S. Soloviev (1853–1900), moral philosopher, social and literary critic, theologian, and poet, is
considered one of Russia’s greatest philosophers. But Soloviev is relatively unknown in the West, despite his
close association with Fyodor Dostoevsky, who modeled one of his most famous literary characters, Alyosha
Karamazov, on Soloviev. In The Heart of Reality, Vladimir Wozniuk offers lucid translations, a substantive
introduction, and careful annotations that make many of Soloviev’s writings accessible for the first time to an
English-speaking audience. Soloviev worked tirelessly in the name of the mystical body of the Universal Church.
The vast bulk of his writings can be construed as promoting, in one way or another, the cause of ecumenism.
His essays also display the influence of Platonic and German Idealism and strands of Thomistic thinking.
Wozniuk demonstrates the consistency of Soloviev’s biblically based thought on the subjects of aesthetics, love,
and ethics, while at the same time clarifying Soloviev’s concept of vseedinstvo (the unity of spiritual and
material), especially as applied to literature. Containing many previously untranslated essays, The Heart of
Reality situates Soloviev more clearly in the mainstream of Western religious philosophy and Christian thought.

Contributor Bio
Vladimir Sergeyevich Soloviev (1853–1900) was a Russian philosopher, theologian, poet, and literary critic.
Vladimir Wozniuk is professor of government at Western New England College in Springfield, Massachusetts.
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Death
A Reader
Mary Ann G. Cutter

Summary
Despite the fact that we all die, humans do not share the same view of death. In Death: A Reader, Mary Ann G.
Cutter explores prominent themes that emerge and reemerge in the history of ideas regarding the nature of
death from prominent global perspectives that span ancient to contemporary discussions. Thirteen themes are
presented in order to convey a sense of major views of death that are found in the philosophical and sacred
literature of Asia, the Near and Middle East, and the West. Each chapter contains the context of the theme,
primary source selections, reflections, and suggestions for further reading.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268100537
Pub Date: 6/25/19
$29.00 USD
Paperback
314 Pages
Philosophy / Ethics & Moral
Philosophy
Series: 20190625

Four features of this volume distinguish it from other philosophical texts on death. First, Cutter provides a
culturally diverse selection of primary source readings on the nature of death. Second, along with the more
traditional discussions of death, she provides discussion on emerging topics in death studies—namely, medical
immortality and digital immortality. Third, she presents some of the key ethical issues regarding death, notably
suicide, treatment refusal, and physician-assisted suicide, through the lens of the nature of death. Finally, she
offers engaging practical exercises that challenge readers to think through their own personal and legal wishes
regarding death and dying.

Contributor Bio
Mary Ann G. Cutter is professor of philosophy at the University of Colorado, Colorado Springs. She is the author
and co-author of a number of books, including Thinking through Breast Cancer: A Philosophical Exploration of
Diagnosis, Treatment, and Survival.

The Problem of Evil
Selected Readings, Second Edition
Michael L. Peterson

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268038472
Pub Date: 12/15/16
$35.00 USD
Paperback
636 Pages
Philosophy / Good & Evil

Of all the issues in the philosophy of religion, the problem of reconciling belief in God with evil in the world
arguably commands more attention than any other. For over two decades, Michael L. Peterson’s The Problem of
Evil: Selected Readings has been the most widely recognized and used anthology on the subject. Peterson's
expanded and updated second edition retains the key features of the original and presents the main positions
and strategies in the latest philosophical literature on the subject. It will remain the most complete introduction
to the subject as well as a resource for advanced study. Peterson organizes his selection of classical and
contemporary sources into four parts: important statements addressing the problem of evil from great
literature and classical philosophy; debates based on the logical, evidential, and existential versions of the
problem; major attempts to square God's justice with the presence of evil, such as Augustinian, Irenaean,
process, openness, and felix culpa theodicies; and debates on the problem of evil covering such concepts as a
best possible world, natural evil and natural laws, gratuitous evil, the skeptical theist defense, and the bearing
of biological evolution on the problem. The second edition includes classical excerpts from the book of Job,
Voltaire, Dostoevsky, Augustine, Aquinas, Leibniz, and Hume, and twenty-five essays that have shaped the
contemporary discussion, by J. L. Mackie, Alvin Plantinga, William Rowe, Marilyn Adams, John Hick, William
Hasker, Paul Draper, Michael Bergmann, Eleonore Stump, Peter van Inwagen, and numerous others. Whether a
professional philosopher, student, or interested layperson, the reader will be able to work through a number of
issues related to how evil in the world affects belief in God.

Contributor Bio
Michael L. Peterson is professor of philosophy at Asbury Theological Seminary and managing editor of the
journal Faith and Philosophy.
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Sites of the Ascetic Self
John Cassian and Christian Ethical Formation
Niki Kasumi Clements

Summary
Sites of the Ascetic Self reconsiders contemporary debates about ethics and subjectivity in an extended
engagement with the works of John Cassian (ca. 360–ca. 435), whose stories of extreme asceticism and
transformative religious experience by desert elders helped to establish Christian monastic forms of life.
Cassian’s late ancient texts, written in the context of social, cultural, political, doctrinal, and environmental
change, contribute to an ethics for fractured selves in uncertain times. In response to this environment,
Cassian’s practical asceticism provides a uniquely frank picture of human struggle in a world of contingency
while also affirming human agency in ways that signaled a challenge to followers of his contemporary,
Augustine of Hippo.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268107857
Pub Date: 5/31/20
$65.00 USD
Hardcover
294 Pages
Religion / Ethics

Niki Kasumi Clements brings these historical and textual analyses of Cassian’s monastic works into conversation
with contemporary debates at the intersection of the philosophy of religion and queer and feminist theories.
Rather than focusing on interiority and renunciation of self, as scholars such as Michel Foucault read Cassian,
Clements analyzes Cassian’s texts by foregrounding practices of the body, the emotions, and the community.
By focusing on lived experience in the practical ethics of Cassian, Clements demonstrates the importance of
analyzing constructions of ethics in terms of cultivation alongside critical constructions of power. By challenging
modern assumptions about Cassian’s asceticism, Sites of the Ascetic Self contributes to questions of ethics,
subjectivity, and agency in the study of religion today.

Contributor Bio
Niki Kasumi Clements is the Watt J. and Lilly G. Jackson Assistant Professor of Religion and the Allison Sarofim
Assistant Professor of Distinguished Teaching in the Humanities at Rice University.

Augustine Our Contemporary
Examining the Self in Past and Present
Willemien Otten, Susan E. Schreiner

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268103453
Pub Date: 5/30/18
$70.00 USD
Hardcover
408 Pages
Philosophy / Religious

In the massive literature on the idea of the self, the Augustinian influence has often played a central role. The
volume Augustine Our Contemporary, starting from the compelling first essay by David W. Tracy, addresses this
influence from the Middle Ages to modernity and from a rich variety of perspectives, including theology,
philosophy, history, and literary studies. The collected essays in this volume all engage Augustine and the
Augustinian legacy on notions of selfhood, interiority, and personal identity. Written by prominent scholars, the
essays demonstrate a connecting thread: Augustine is a thinker who has proven his contemporaneity in
Western thought time and time again. He has been "the contemporary" of thinkers ranging from Eriugena to
Luther to Walter Benjamin and Jacques Derrida. His influence has been dominant in certain eras, and in others
he has left traces and fragments that, when stitched together, create a unique impression of the “presentness”
of Christian selfhood. As a whole, Augustine Our Contemporary sheds relevant new light on the continuity of
the Western Christian tradition. This volume will interest academics and students of philosophy, political theory,
and religion, as well as scholars of postmodernism and Augustine. Contributors: Susan E. Schreiner, David W.
Tracy, Bernard McGinn, Vincent Carraud, Willemien Otten, Adriaan T. Peperzak, David C. Steinmetz, Jean-Luc
Marion, W. Clark Gilpin, William Schweiker, Franklin I. Gamwell, Jean Bethke Elshtain, Fred Lawrence, and
Françoise Meltzer.

Contributor Bio
Willemien Otten is professor of theology and the history of Christianity at the University of Chicago Divinity
School and the College.
Susan E. Schreiner is professor of theology and the history of Christianity at the University of Chicago Divinity
School and the College.
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Emergence
Towards A New Metaphysics and Philosophy of Science
Mariusz Tabaczek

Summary
Over the last several decades, the theories of emergence and downward causation have become arguably the
most popular conceptual tools in scientific and philosophical attempts to explain the nature and character of
global organization observed in various biological phenomena, from individual cell organization to ecological
systems. The theory of emergence acknowledges the reality of layered strata or levels of systems, which are
consequences of the appearance of an interacting range of novel qualities.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268104979
Pub Date: 7/25/19
$75.00 USD
Hardcover
418 Pages
Philosophy / Metaphysics

A closer analysis of emergentism, however, reveals a number of philosophical problems facing this theory. In
Emergence, Mariusz Tabaczek offers a thorough analysis of these problems and a constructive proposal of a
new metaphysical foundation for both the classic downward causation-based and the new dynamical depth
accounts of emergence theory, developed by Terrence Deacon. Tabaczek suggests ways in which both
theoretical models of emergentism can be grounded in the classical and the new (dispositionalist) versions of
Aristotelianism. This book will have an eager audience in metaphysicians working both in the analytic and the
Thomistic traditions, as well as philosophers of science and biology interested in emergence theory and
causation.

Contributor Bio
Mariusz Tabaczek, O.P., is a friar preacher, professor of theology, and member of the Thomistic Institute at the
Pontifical University of Saint Thomas Aquinas in Rome. He is the author of Divine Action and Emergence: An
Alternative to Panentheism (University of Notre Dame Press, 2021).

The Infinity of God
New Perspectives in Theology and Philosophy
Benedikt Paul Göcke, Christian Tapp

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268104139
Pub Date: 12/30/18
$75.00 USD
Hardcover
444 Pages
Philosophy / Religious

Two questions regarding contemporary theological and philosophical studies are often overlooked: “Is God
infinite or finite?” and, “What does it mean to say that God is infinite?” In The Infinity of God, Benedikt Paul
Göcke and Christian Tapp bring together prominent scholars to discuss God’s infinitude from philosophical and
theological perspectives. Each contributor deals with a particular aspect of the infinity of God, employing the
methods of analytic theology and analytic philosophy. The essays in the first section examine historical issues
from a systematic point of view. The contributors focus on the Cappadocian Fathers, Thomas Aquinas, Leibniz,
Kant, Hegel, Bolzano, and Cantor. The second section deals with particular issues concerning the relation
between God's infinity and both the finitude of the world and the classical attributes of God: eternity, simplicity,
omnipresence, omnipotence, omniscience, and moral perfection. There are some books that deal with the
notion of infinity in mathematics and in general philosophy, but no single text brings together the best analytic
philosophers and theologians tackling the various aspects of the infinity of God and the correlated problems.
This book will interest students and scholars in philosophy of religion, theology, and metaphysics.
Contributors: Benedikt Paul Göcke, Christian Tapp, Franz Krainer, Adam Drosdek, William E. Carroll, Christina
Schneider, Ruben Schneider, Robert M. Wallace, Bruce A. Hedman, Bernhard Lang, Richard Swinburne, Kenneth
L. Pearce, William Hasker, Paul Helm, Brian Leftow, Ken Perszyk, Thomas Schärtl, and Philip Clayton.

Contributor Bio
Benedikt Paul Göcke is professor of philosophy of science and philosophy of religion at Ruhr-Universität Bochum
and a member of the Faculty of Theology and Religion at Oxford University. He is the author of A Theory of the
Absolute and editor of After Physicalism (University of Notre Dame Press, 2012).
Christian Tapp is professor of philosophy and chair of interdisciplinary questions in philosophy and theology at
Ruhr-Universität Bochum. Currently, he holds the Endowed Professorship for Christian Philosophy of the
Gedächtnisstiftung Peter Kaiser (1793-1864) at the University of Innsbruck.
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René Girard and the Nonviolent God
Scott Cowdell

Summary
In his latest book on the ground-breaking work of René Girard (1923–2015), Scott Cowdell sets out a new
perspective on mimetic theory and theology: he develops the proposed connection between Girardian thought
and theological dramatic theory in new directions, engaging with issues of evolutionary suffering and divine
providence, inclusive Christian uniqueness, God's judgment, nonviolent atonement, and the spiritual life.
Cowdell reveals a powerful, illuminating, and life-enhancing synergy between mimetic theory and Christianity at
its best.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268104535
Pub Date: 11/30/18
$50.00 USD
Hardcover
330 Pages
Philosophy / Religious

With religion widely seen as increasingly violent and intransigent, the true Christian emphasis on divine
solidarity, mercy, and healing is in danger of being lost. René Girard provides a countervailing voice. He
emerges from Cowdell's study not only as a necessary dialogue partner for theology today, but as a global
prophet offering hope and challenge in equal measure.
René Girard was a Catholic cultural theorist whose mimetic theory achieved a powerful symbiosis of social
science with scripture and theology, yielding a unique perspective on humanity’s origins, violent history, and
future prospects. Cowdell maps this synergy, revealing theological themes present from Girard’s earliest
writings to the latest, less-familiar publications. He resolves a number of theological challenges to Girard’s
work, engaging mimetic theory in fruitful dialogue with key themes, movements, and thinkers in theology
today.
Bringing a distinctive Anglican voice to a largely Catholic debate, Cowdell gives an orthodox theological account
of Girard’s intellectual achievement, bearing witness to Christianity’s nonviolent God. This book will be of great
interest to theologians, seminarians and clergy of all traditions, Girardians, and Christian peace activists.

Contributor Bio
Scott Cowdell is an Anglican priest and a research professor in public and contextual theology at Charles Sturt
University in Canberra, Australia. He is the author of René Girard and Secular Modernity (University of Notre
Dame Press, 2013).

The Christian Moral Life
Directions for the Journey to Happiness
John Rziha

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268101824
Pub Date: 6/30/17
$40.00 USD
Paperback
368 Pages
Religion / Christian Living

To take a journey, travelers must know where they are, where they are going, and how to get there. Moral
theology examines the same three truths. The Christian Moral Life is a handbook for moral theology that uses
the theme of a journey to explain its key ethical concepts. First, humans begin with their creation in the image
of God. Secondly, the goal of the journey is explained as a loving union with God, to achieve a share in his
eternal happiness. Third and finally, the majority of the book examines how to attain this goal. Within the
journey motif, the book covers the moral principles essential for attaining true happiness. Based on an
examination of the moral methodology in the bible, the book discusses the importance of participating in divine
nature through grace in order to attain eternal happiness. It further notes the role of law, virtue, and the gifts
of the Holy Spirit in guiding and transforming humans into friends of God, who participate in his happiness.
Following this section on moral theology in general, the book analyzes the individual virtues to give more
concrete guidance. The entire project builds upon the insights of great Christian thinkers, such as Thomas
Aquinas, Thérèse of Lisieux, and John Paul II, to uncover the moral wisdom in scripture and to show people
how to be truly happy both in this life and the next. This book will be of great interest to undergraduate
students of moral theology, priests and seminarians, parents and teachers seeking to raise and to form happy
children, and anyone interested in discovering the meaning of true happiness.

Contributor Bio
John Rziha is professor of theology at Benedictine College and author of Perfecting Human Actions: St. Thomas
Aquinas on Human Participation in Eternal Law.
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What Is Ethically Demanded?
K. E. Løgstrup's Philosophy of Moral Life
Hans Fink, Robert Stern

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268101855
Pub Date: 6/15/17
$60.00 USD
Hardcover
396 Pages
Philosophy / Ethics & Moral
Philosophy

This collection of essays by leading international philosophers considers central themes in the ethics of Danish
philosopher Knud Ejler Løgstrup (1905–1981). Løgstrup was a Lutheran theologian much influenced by
phenomenology and by strong currents in Danish culture, to which he himself made important contributions.
The essays in What Is Ethically Demanded? K. E. Løgstrup's Philosophy of Moral Life are divided into four
sections. The first section deals predominantly with Løgstrup's relation to Kant and, through Kant, the system
of morality in general. The second section focuses on how Løgstrup stands in connection with Kierkegaard,
Heidegger, and Levinas. The third section considers issues in the development of Løgstrup's ethics and how it
relates to other aspects of his thought. The final section covers certain central themes in Løgstrup's position,
particularly his claims about trust and the unfulfillability of the ethical demand. The volume includes a
previously untranslated early essay by Løgstrup, "The Anthropology of Kant’s Ethics," which defines some of his
basic ethical ideas in opposition to Kant’s. The book will appeal to philosophers and theologians with an interest
in ethics and the history of philosophy.
Contributors: K. E. Løgstrup, Svend Andersen, David Bugge, Svein Aage Christoffersen, Stephen Darwall, Peter
Dews, Paul Faulkner, Hans Fink, Arne Grøn, Alasdair MacIntyre, Wayne Martin, Kees van Kooten Niekerk,
George Pattison, Robert Stern, and Patrick Stokes.

Contributor Bio
Hans Fink is professor emeritus of philosophy at Aarhus University.
Robert Stern is professor of philosophy at the University of Sheffield.

Thick and Thin
Moral Argument at Home and Abroad
Michael Walzer

Summary
In Thick and Thin: Moral Argument at Home and Abroad, Michael Walzer revises and extends the arguments in
his influential Spheres of Justice, framing his ideas about justice, social criticism, and national identity in light of
the new political world that has arisen in the past three decades. Walzer focuses on two different but
interrelated kinds of moral argument: maximalist and minimalist, thick and thin, local and universal. This new
edition has a new preface and afterword, written by the author, describing how the reasoning of the book
connects with arguments he made in Just and Unjust Wars about the morality of warfare.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268018979
Pub Date: 2/28/19
$25.00 USD
Paperback
128 Pages
Philosophy / Political
Series: Frank M. Covey, Jr.,
Loyola Lectures in Political
Analysis

Walzer's highly literate and fascinating blend of philosophy and historical analysis will appeal not only to those
interested in the polemics surrounding Spheres of Justice and Just and Unjust Wars but also to intelligent
readers who are more concerned with getting the arguments right.

Contributor Bio
Michael Walzer is Emeritus Professor of the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton University. He is the
author of Arguing About War, On Toleration, and Just and Unjust Wars.
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America and the Just War Tradition
A History of U.S. Conflicts
Mark David Hall, J. Daryl Charles

Summary
America and the Just War Tradition examines and evaluates each of America’s major wars from a just war
perspective. Using moral analysis that is anchored in the just war tradition, the contributors provide careful
historical analysis evaluating individual conflicts.
Each chapter explores the causes of a particular war, the degree to which the justice of the conflict was a
subject of debate at the time, and the extent to which the war measured up to traditional ad bellum and in
bello criteria. Where appropriate, contributors offer post bellum considerations, insofar as justice is concerned
with helping to offer a better peace and end result than what had existed prior to the conflict.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268105266
Pub Date: 3/30/19
$35.00 USD
Paperback
338 Pages
History / Military

This fascinating exploration offers policy guidance for the use of force in the world today, and will be of keen
interest to historians, political scientists, philosophers, and theologians, as well as policy makers and the
general reading public.
Contributors: J. Daryl Charles, Darrell Cole, Timothy J. Demy, Jonathan H. Ebel, Laura Jane Gifford, Mark David
Hall, Jonathan Den Hartog, Daniel Walker Howe, Kerry E. Irish, James Turner Johnson, Gregory R. Jones,
Mackubin Thomas Owens, John D. Roche, and Rouven Steeves

Contributor Bio
Mark David Hall is Herbert Hoover Distinguished Professor of Politics at George Fox University and co-editor of
Forgotten Founders on Religion and Public Life (University of Notre Dame Press, 2009).
J. Daryl Charles serves as the Acton Institute affiliated scholar in theology and ethics, and is a contributing
editor to Providence: A Journal of Christianity and American Foreign Policy. He is the author of Between
Pacifism and Jihad: Just War and Christian Tradition and co-author of The Just War Tradition: An Introduction.

Can Different Cultures Think the Same Thoughts?
A Comparative Study in Metaphysics and Ethics
Kenneth Dorter

Summary
Kenneth Dorter’s Can Different Cultures Think the Same Thoughts? is a study of fundamental issues in
metaphysics and ethics across major philosophical traditions of the world, including the way in which
metaphysics can be a foundation for ethics, as well as the importance of metaphysics on its own terms. Dorter
examines such questions through a detailed comparison of selected major thinkers and classic works in three
global philosophical traditions, those of India, China, and the West.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268103538
Pub Date: 4/30/18
$50.00 USD
Hardcover
308 Pages
Philosophy / Epistemology

In each chapter Dorter juxtaposes and compares two or more philosophers or classic works from different
traditions, from Spinoza and Shankara, to Confucius and Plato, to Marcus Aurelius and the Bhagavad Gita. In
doing so he explores different perspectives and reveals limitations and assumptions that might otherwise be
obscure.
The goal of Dorter’s cross-cultural approach is to consider how far works from different cultures can be
understood as holding comparable philosophical views. Although Dorter reveals commonalities across the
different traditions, he makes no claim that there is such a thing as a universal philosophy. Clearly there are
fundamental disagreements among the philosophers and works studied. Yet in each of the case studies of a
particular chapter, we can discover a shared, or at least analogous, way of looking at issues across different
cultures. All those interested in metaphysics, ethics, Indian philosophy, Chinese philosophy, and comparative
philosophy will find much of interest in this book.

Contributor Bio
Kenneth Dorter is a professor of philosophy at the University of Guelph. He has published three books on Plato
and has written on various areas of philosophy.
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Ars Vitae
The Fate of Inwardness and the Return of the Ancient Arts of Living
Elisabeth Lasch-Quinn

Summary
The ancient Roman philosopher Cicero wrote that philosophy is ars vitae, the art of living. Today, signs of stress
and duress point to a full-fledged crisis for individuals and communities while current modes of making sense of
our lives prove inadequate. Yet, in this time of alienation and spiritual longing, we can glimpse signs of a
renewed interest in ancient approaches to the art of living.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268108892
Pub Date: 10/15/20
$39.00 USD
Hardcover
480 Pages
Philosophy / Ethics & Moral
Philosophy

In this ambitious and timely book, Elisabeth Lasch-Quinn engages both general readers and scholars on the
topic of well-being. She examines the reappearance of ancient philosophical thought in contemporary American
culture, probing whether new stirrings of Gnosticism, Stoicism, Epicureanism, Cynicism, and Platonism present
a true alternative to our current therapeutic culture of self-help and consumerism, which elevates the self’s
needs and desires yet fails to deliver on its promises of happiness and healing. Do the ancient philosophies
represent a counter-tradition to today’s culture, auguring a new cultural vibrancy, or do they merely solidify a
modern way of life that has little use for inwardness—the cultivation of an inner life—stemming from those
older traditions? Tracing the contours of this cultural resurgence and exploring a range of sources, from
scholarship to self-help manuals, films, and other artifacts of popular culture, this book sees the different
schools as organically interrelated and asks whether, taken together, they can point us in important new
directions.
Ars Vitae sounds a clarion call to take back philosophy as part of our everyday lives. It proposes a way to do so,
sifting through the ruins of long-forgotten and recent history alike for any shards helpful in piecing together the
coherence of a moral framework that allows us ways to move forward toward the life we want and need.

Contributor Bio
Elisabeth Lasch-Quinn is professor of history at Syracuse University. She is the author of a number of essays
and books, including Black Neighbors (winner of the Berkshire prize) and Race Experts.

On the Universality of What Is Not
The Apophatic Turn in Critical Thinking
William Franke

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268108816
Pub Date: 10/31/20
$55.00 USD
Hardcover
450 Pages
Philosophy / Epistemology

Branching out from his earlier works providing a history and a theory of apophatic thinking, William Franke's
newest book pursues applications across a variety of communicative media, historical periods, geographical
regions, and academic disciplines—moving from the literary humanities and cultural theory and politics to more
empirical fields such as historical anthropology, evolutionary biology, and cognitive science. On the Universality
of What Is Not: The Apophatic Turn in Critical Thinking is an original philosophical reflection that shows how
intransigent deadlocks debated in each of these arenas can be broken through thanks to the uncanny insights
of apophatic vision. Leveraging Franke's distinctive method of philosophical, religious, and literary thinking and
practice, On the Universality of What Is Not proposes a radically unsettling approach to answering (or
suspending) perennial questions of philosophy and religion, as well as to dealing with some of our most
pressing dilemmas at present at the university and in the socio-political sphere. In a style of exposition that is
as lucid as it is poetic, deep-rooted tensions between alterity and equality in all these areas are exposed and
transcended.

Contributor Bio
William Franke is professor of comparative literature and religious studies at Vanderbilt University. He is the
author and editor of numerous books, including A Philosophy of the Unsayable (University of Notre Dame Press,
2014).
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The Phenomenology of Spirit
G. W. F. Hegel, Peter Fuss, John Dobbins

Summary
The Phenomenology of Spirit, first published in 1807, is G. W. F. Hegel’s remarkable philosophical text that
examines the dynamics of human experience from its simplest beginnings in consciousness through its
development into ever more complex and self-conscious forms. The work explores the inner discovery of reason
and its progressive expansion into spirit, a world of intercommunicating and interacting minds reconceiving and
re-creating themselves and their reality. The Phenomenology of Spirit is a notoriously challenging and arduous
text that students and scholars have been studying ever since its publication.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268103507
Pub Date: 9/30/19
$40.00 USD
Paperback
476 Pages
Philosophy / Movements

In this long-awaited translation, Peter Fuss and John Dobbins provide a succinct, highly informative, and readily
comprehensible introduction to several key concepts in Hegel's thinking. This edition includes an extensive
conceptual index, which offers easy reference to specific discussions in the text and elucidates the more subtle
nuances of Hegel's concepts and word usage. This modern American English translation employs natural idioms
that accurately convey what Hegel means. Throughout the book, the translators adhered to the maxim: if you
want to understand Hegel, read him in the English. This book is intended for intellectuals with a vested interest
in modern philosophy and history, as well as students of all levels, seeking to access or further engage with this
seminal text.

Contributor Bio
G. W. F. Hegel (1770–1831) is one of the most significant thinkers in the history of philosophy. He is the author
of several influential works, including The Science of Logic.
Peter Fuss is professor emeritus of philosophy at University of Missouri–St. Louis. He is co-translator with John
Dobbins of G. W. F. Hegel's Three Essays, 1793–1795 (University of Notre Dame Press, 1984).
John Dobbins is a former research assistant at University of Missouri–St. Louis.

The Other Pascals
The Philosophy of Jacqueline Pascal, Gilberte Pascal Périer, and Marguerite Périer
John J. Conley S.J.

Summary
There have been many studies analyzing the philosophy of Blaise Pascal, but this book is the first full-length
study of the philosophies of his sisters, Jacqueline Pascal and Gilberte Pascal Périer, and his niece, Marguerite
Périer. While these women have long been presented as the disciples, secretaries, correspondents, and nurses
of their brother and uncle, each woman developed a distinctive philosophy that is more than auxiliary to the
thought of Blaise Pascal. The unique philosophical voice of each Pascal woman is studied in The Other Pascals.
As the headmistress of the Port-Royal convent school, Jacqueline Pascal made important contributions to the
philosophy of education. Gilberte Pascal Périer wrote the first philosophical biographies of Blaise and Jacqueline.
Marguerite Périer defended freedom of conscience against coercion by political and religious superiors.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268105136
Pub Date: 4/30/19
$55.00 USD
Hardcover
278 Pages
Philosophy / Religious

Each of these women authors speaks in a gendered voice, emphasizing the right of women to develop a
philosophical and theological culture and to resist commands to blind obedience by paternal, political, or
ecclesiastical authorities. The Other Pascals will be of keen interest to readers interested in early modern
philosophy, history, literature, and religion. The book will also appeal to those with an interest in women’s
studies and French studies.

Contributor Bio
John J. Conley, S.J., is the Henry J. Knott Chair of Philosophy and Theology at Loyola University Maryland. He is
the author of Adoration and Annihilation: The Convent Philosophy of Port-Royal (University of Notre Dame
Press, 2009).
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Curing Mad Truths
Medieval Wisdom for the Modern Age
Rémi Brague

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268105693
Pub Date: 6/25/19
$29.00 USD
Hardcover
152 Pages
Philosophy / Religious
Series: Catholic Ideas for a
Secular World

In his first book composed in English, Rémi Brague maintains that there is a fundamental problem with
modernity: we no longer consider the created world and humanity as intrinsically valuable. Curing Mad Truths,
based on a number of Brague's lectures to English-speaking audiences, explores the idea that humanity must
return to the Middle Ages. Not the Middle Ages of purported backwardness and barbarism, but rather a Middle
Ages that understood creation—including human beings—as the product of an intelligent and benevolent God.
The positive developments that have come about due to the modern project, be they health, knowledge,
freedom, or peace, are not grounded in a rational project because human existence itself is no longer the good
that it once was. Brague turns to our intellectual forebears of the medieval world to present a reasoned
argument as to why humanity and civilizations are goods worth promoting and preserving.
Curing Mad Truths will be of interest to a learned audience of philosophers, historians, and medievalists.

Contributor Bio
Rémi Brague is emeritus professor of medieval and Arabic philosophy at the University of Paris I and Romano
Guardini Chair Emeritus of Philosophy at Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität (Munich). He is the author of a number
of books, including The Kingdom of Man: Genesis and Failure of the Modern Project (University of Notre Dame
Press, 2018).

Debating Medieval Natural Law
A Survey
Riccardo Saccenti

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268100407
Pub Date: 10/15/16
$45.00 USD
Hardcover
145 Pages
Law / Natural Law

In Debating Medieval Natural Law: A Survey, Riccardo Saccenti examines and evaluates the major lines of
interpretation of the medieval concepts of natural rights and natural law within the twentieth and early
twenty-first centuries and explains how the major historiographical interpretations of ius naturale and lex
naturalis have changed. His bibliographical survey analyzes not only the chronological evolution of various
interpretations of natural law but also how they differ, in an effort to shed light on the historical debate and on
the medieval roots of modern human rights theories. Saccenti critically examines the historical analyses of the
major historians of medieval political and legal thought while addressing how to further research on the
subject. His perspective interlaces different disciplinary points of view: history of philosophy, as well as history
of canon and civil law and history of theology. By focusing on a variety of disciplines, Saccenti creates an
opportunity to evaluate each interpretation of medieval lex naturalis in terms of the area it enlightens and
within specific cultural contexts. His survey is a basis for future studies concerning this topic and will be of
interest to scholars of the history of law and, more generally, of the history of ideas in the twentieth century.

Contributor Bio
Riccardo Saccenti is a scholar at the Fondazione per le Scienze Religiose Giovanni XXIII in Bologna and teaches
history of medieval philosophy at the University of Bologna.
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Intellectual Imagination
Knowledge and Aesthetics in North Atlantic and African Philosophy
Omedi Ochieng

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268103293
Pub Date: 6/25/18
$55.00 USD
Hardcover
314 Pages
Philosophy / Epistemology

The Intellectual Imagination unfolds a sweeping vision of the form, meaning, and value of intellectual practice.
The book breaks new ground in offering a comprehensive vision of the intellectual vocation. Omedi Ochieng
argues that robust and rigorous thought about the form and contours of intellectual practices is best envisioned
in light of a comprehensive critical contextual ontology—that is, a systematic account of the context, forms, and
dimensions in and through which knowledge and aesthetic practices are created, embodied, translated, and
learned. Such an ontology not only accounts for the embeddedness of intellectual practices in the deep
structures of politics, economics, and culture, but also in turn demonstrates the constitutive power of critical
inquiry. It is against this background that Ochieng unfolds a multidimensional and capacious theory of
knowledge and aesthetics. In a critique of the oppositional binaries that now reign in the modern and
postmodern academy—binaries that pit fact versus value, science versus the humanities, knowledge versus
aesthetics—Ochieng argues for the inextricable intertwinement of reason, interpretation, and the imagination.
The book offers a close and deep reading of North Atlantic and African philosophers, thereby illuminating the
resonances and contrasts between diverse intellectual traditions. The upshot is an incisively rich, layered, and
textured reading of the archetypal intellectual styles and aesthetic forms that have fired the imagination of
intellectuals across the globe. Ochieng’s book is a radical summons to a practice and an imagination of the
intellectual life as the realization of good societies and good lives.

Contributor Bio
Omedi Ochieng is assistant professor of communication at Denison University. He is the author of a number of
books and articles, including Groundwork for the Practice of the Good Life: Politics and Ethics at the
Intersection of North Atlantic and African Philosophy.

Conscience
Phenomena and Theories
Hendrik Stoker, Philip E. Blosser

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268103170
Pub Date: 3/30/18
$60.00 USD
Hardcover
418 Pages
Philosophy / Ethics & Moral
Philosophy

Conscience: Phenomena and Theories was first published in German in 1925 as a dissertation by Hendrik G.
Stoker under the title Das Gewissen: Erscheinungsformen und Theorien. It was received with acclaim by
philosophers at the time, including Stoker’s dissertation mentor Max Scheler, Martin Heidegger, and Herbert
Spielberg, as quite possibly the single most comprehensive philosophical treatment of conscience and as a
major contribution in the phenomenological tradition. Stoker’s study offers a detailed historical survey of the
concept of conscience from ancient times through the Middle Ages up to more modern thinkers, including
Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Freud, and Cardinal Newman. Stoker analyzes not only the concept of conscience in
academic theory but also various types of theories of conscience. His work offers insightful discussions of
problems and theories related to the genesis, reliability, and validity of conscience. In particular, Stoker
analyzes the moral, spiritual, and psychological phenomena connected with bad conscience, which in turn
illuminate the concept of conscience. The book is deeply informed by the traditions of western Christianity.
Available for the first time in an accessible English translation, with an introduction by its translator and editor,
Philip E. Blosser, it promises to be of interest to philosophers, especially in Christian philosophy and
phenomenology, and also to all those interested in moral and religious psychology, ethics, religion, and
theology.

Contributor Bio
Hendrik Gerhardus Stoker (1899-1993) was a leading Calvinist philosopher who taught in South Africa
throughout his life.
Philip E. Blosser is a professor of philosophy at Sacred Heart Major Seminary.
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Metaphysical Perspectives
Nicholas Rescher

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268102890
Pub Date: 12/15/17
$45.00 USD
Hardcover
268 Pages
Philosophy / Metaphysics

In Metaphysical Perspectives, Nicholas Rescher offers a grand vision of how to conceptualize, and in some cases
answer, some of the most fundamental issues in metaphysics and value theory. Rescher addresses what he
sees as the three prime areas of metaphysical concern: (1) the world as such and the architecture of nature at
large, (2) ourselves as nature's denizens and our potential for learning about it, and (3) the transcendent
domain of possibility and value. Rescher engages issues across a wide range of metaphysical themes, from
different worldviews and ultimate questions to contingency and necessity, intelligent design and worldimprovability, personhood and consciousness, empathy and other minds, moral obligation, and philosophical
methodology. Over the course of this book, Rescher discusses, with his characteristic fusion of idealism and
pragmatism, an integrated overview of the key philosophical problems grounded in an idealistically valueoriented approach. His discussion seeks to shed new light on philosophically central issues from a unified point
of view.

Contributor Bio
Nicholas Rescher is Distinguished University Professor of Philosophy at the University of Pittsburgh. He is the
author of 175 books, including Objectivity: The Obligations of Impersonal Reason (University of Notre Dame
Press, 1997).

Vico's New Science of the Intersubjective World
Vittorio Hösle, Francis R. Hittinger

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268100285
Pub Date: 11/15/16
$60.00 USD
Hardcover
280 Pages
History / Europe

Among the classics of the history of philosophy, the Scienza nuova (New Science) by Giambattista Vico
(1668–1744) was largely neglected and generally misunderstood during the author's lifetime. From the
nineteenth century onwards Vico’s views found a wider audience, and today his influence is widespread in the
humanities and social sciences. The New Science is often taught in courses at colleges and universities, both in
philosophy and Italian departments and in general humanities courses. Despite the excellent English
translations of this enigmatic book and numerous studies in English of Vico, many sections of the work remain
challenging to the modern reader. Vico's New Science of the Intersubjective World offers both an in-depth
analysis of all the important ideas of the book and an evaluation of their contribution to our present
understanding of the social world. In the first chapter, Vittorio Hösle examines Vico’s life, sources, and writings.
The second and third chapters discuss the concerns and problems of the Scienza nuova. The fourth chapter
traces the broader history of Vico’s reception. Hösle facilitates the understanding of many passages in the work
as well as the overarching structure of its claims, which are often dispersed over many sections. Hösle
reformulates Vico’s vision in such a way that it is not only of historical interest but may inspire ongoing debates
about the nature of the humanities and social sciences as well as many other issues on which Vico sheds light,
from the relation of poetry and poetics to the development of law. This book will prepare students and scholars
for a precise study of the Scienza nuova, equipping them with the necessary categories and context and
familiarizing them with the most important problems in the critical debate on Vico's philosophy.

Contributor Bio
Vittorio Hösle is Paul G. Kimball Professor of Arts and Letters in the Department of German Languages and
Literatures, and concurrent professor of philosophy and political science at the University of Notre Dame.
Francis R. Hittinger holds a Ph.D. in Italian and the Institute for Comparative Literature and Society from
Columbia University where he is currrently teaching in the Columbia Core Curriculum.
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Human Existence and Transcendence
Jean Wahl, William C. Hackett

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268101060
Pub Date: 12/15/16
$40.00 USD
Hardcover
212 Pages
Philosophy / Movements
Series: Thresholds in
Philosophy and Theology

William C. Hackett’s English translation of Jean Wahl’s Existence humaine et transcendence (1944) brings back
to life an all-but-forgotten book that provocatively explores the philosophical concept of transcendence. Based
on what Emmanuel Levinas called “Wahl’s famous lecture” from 1937, Existence humaine et transcendence
captured a watershed moment of European philosophy. Included in the book are Wahl's remarkable original
lecture and the debate that ensued, with significant contributions by Gabriel Marcel and Nicolai Berdyaev, as
well as letters submitted on the occasion by Heidegger, Levinas, Jaspers, and other famous figures from that
era. Concerned above all with the ineradicable felt value of human experience by which any philosophical thesis
is measured, Wahl makes a daring clarification of the concept of transcendence and explores its repercussions
through a masterly appeal to many (often surprising) places within the entire history of Western thought. Apart
from its intrinsic philosophical significance as a discussion of the concepts of being, the absolute, and
transcendence, Wahl's work is valuable insofar as it became a focal point for a great many other European
intellectuals. Hackett has provided an annotated introduction to orient readers to this influential work of
twentieth-century French philosophy and to one of its key figures.

Contributor Bio
Jean Wahl (1888-1974) was a leading figure in mid-century French intellectual life.
William C. Hackett is Research Fellow and Lecturer in Philosophy at Australian Catholic University,
Melbourne.

Intention, Character, and Double Effect
Lawrence Masek

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268104696
Pub Date: 10/30/18
$40.00 USD
Hardcover

The principle of double effect has a long history, from scholastic disputations about self-defense and scandal to
current debates about terrorism, torture, euthanasia, and abortion. Despite being widely debated, the principle
remains poorly understood. In Intention, Character, and Double Effect, Lawrence Masek combines theoretical
and applied questions into a systematic defense of the principle that does not depend on appeals to authority or
intuitions about cases. Masek argues that actions can be wrong because they corrupt the agent's character and
that one must consider the agent's perspective to determine which effects the agent intends. This defense of
the principle clears up common confusions and overcomes critics' objections, including confusions about trolley
and transplant cases and objections from neuroscience and moral psychology. This book will interest scholars
and students in different fields of study, including moral philosophy, action theory, moral theology, and moral
psychology. Its discussion of contemporary ethical issues and sparse use of technical jargon make it suitable for
undergraduate and graduate courses in applied ethics. The appendix summarizes the main cases that have
been used to illustrate or to criticize the principle of double effect.

Contributor Bio
Lawrence Masek is professor of philosophy at Ohio Dominican University.

256 Pages
Philosophy / Ethics & Moral
Philosophy
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